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Campus texting ban discussed
University could face texting and driving ordinance similar to city law.
KATIE SPECTOR
STAFF WRITER

Did you know die city-wide ban on
texting and driving imposed last June
doesn't apply to the university? You're
not alone.
Clemson was the first city in South
Carolina to get the ban approved. Mayor
Larry Abernathy was responsible for the
passing of the law. "A person who is
texting is six times more likely to have
a car crash than a person who is legally
intoxicated," Abernathy said. He acquired
this shocking information from a segment
on National Public Radio (NPR).
The mayor has encountered several
incidents firsthand involving texting and
driving.
In the first occurrence, a young boy
was noticeably unmoved at a stoplight
through two changes. Abernathy was
concerned and went up to the boy's
window to find him rapidly texting. His
response was, "Oh."
Abernathy's second confrontation
almost wasn't as lucky. A young woman
cut in front of him on the highway
while he was in the car with his wife. He
panicked and was forced to slam on his
brakes. There was no physical damage.
"That enhanced my passion for
this piece of legislation," Abernathy
said. Texting and driving seems to be an
ambivalent case to everyone because even
the court had to take some time to look

The lack of a university law banning texting while driving could soon change.
into it.
Abernathy is concerned with the
university specifically. "This is a college
town. And college students text. They live
to text," he said.
But Clemson University is not a part

of Clemson, so Abernathy could only
help residents in the city.
On campus, a group called EMpower
aims to keep the students safe. Although
mainly concerned with alcohol safety,
EMpower director Kathy Cauthen has

Jesus, or
no Jesus?

Click it like it's hot
Contest could bring free Snoop Dogg concert to Clemson.
KRISTEN BENDER

Christians and secularists to discuss
beliefs and misconceptions in panel.
JACOB WEBB
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Secular Student Alliance and
Crosspoint Church will hold a panel
discussion in April to address common
misconceptions about atheist and
Christian beliefs in order to increase
communication about these topics
within the Clemson community.
"Christians make up 78.4 percent
of the United States population, but
they still often feel misrepresented
or unheard, and atheists often feel
the strain of being a minority," said
Secular Student Alliance president
Maggie Blair. "Clearly, being able to
communicate and interact better now
would help build bridges and lead
to better handling of difficult issues
later."
The panel discussion will begin
with a 10-minute introduction
from
Crosspoint
where
their
panelists will discuss Christianity,
why they believe its doctrine and
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how it affects communication with
those who believe different things.
A 10-minute introduction from the
Secular Student Alliance of Clemson
will follow, during which they
plan to describe atheism, why they
chose it and how it affects their
communication with non-religious
people. Crosspoint panelist John
Lynch said the audience should expect
an informative presentation followed
by an open forum for questions
from the audience. "The purpose of
this discussion is for the agnostic,
atheist and Christian worldviews to
be presented, then openly discussed,"
Lynch said.
Blair said a similar but smaller
and more informal event was held last
semester, and because of the success
of that event, this panel discussion
was set up.
"Because of the interesting
discussion that followed the first event
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Rapper Snoop Dogg could join
the ranks of Eric Church, Daughtry,
Lee Brice and the upcoming Zac
Brown Band as artists who have
performed in Clemson. A
promotion by EA
Sports
; allows schools to
compete to
see which one
can get the highest
number
of votes — and a
concert by Snoop himself.
Kathleen Cook, the
Sports Campus Rep for Clemson,
promoted the newest releases by the
video game company. "The idea for
the concert came around when the new
shooter game Bulletstorm decided to
sponsor the concert for the campus with
the highest votes," she said. "They came
to EA to help market and promote this
idea instead of just doing game demos
around the country."
Cook said Snoop Dogg was very
excited by the prospect of the concert.
"Snoop Dogg was approached by
Bulletstorm, and he loved the idea,"
she said, adding that the timing could
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recently taken interest in distracted
driving.
"We have a new student committee
that is looking into education on distracted
driving," Cauthen said. "This includes
but is not limited to eating and driving,

texting and driving, sleepiness and driving
and other types of distractions." It is a
brand-new campaign that she hopes will
help enforce safer behaviors campus-wide.
Clemson University chief of police
Johnson Link is in support of the ban.
"Inattention has caused many accidents,
some resulting in death," he said. "I
believe speed, alcohol and inattention
contribute to most accidents that occur."
Link deems the city of Clemson a
leader for banning texting and driving,
but at the same time, the college town
needs the law enforced as well.
"Anything one does that takes their
eyes off the roadway and distracts their
attention from driving a vehicle is very
unsafe, and I don't want to be meeting
that person on the roadway," Link said.
The ban on texting and driving
spans 30 states and Washington, DC,
26 of which have primary enforcement.
Clemson is the only city in South
Carolina where this ban exists.
Abernathy expressed his frustrations.
"I am disappointed that the university
doesn't have a ban against texting while
driving. I'm even more disappointed that
those laws aren't statewide," he said.
Abernathy not only passed the texting
and driving ban but also a smoke-free law
in Clemson. Again, the university is not
in ordinance with smoke-free laws.
"The country of Italy is smokefree. Now if Italy can do it, why can't
Clemson?" Abernathy said.
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not be better for Snoop Dogg from a
points include watching a brief YouTube
promotional standpoint with his new
promotional video of the Bulletstorm
album "Doggumentary" to be released
game (two points), "liking" the
Bulletstorm fan page (five points) or
on March 29.
The free concert on campus for all
buying the video game and entering
interested students is dependent upon
a purchase code on the voting
one thing: votes. Schools around the
site (25 points). Clemson
country are competing with each other
students,
faculty,
to gain the lead, and thus the concert. To
friends and familv
vote, visit Bullstorm's Facebook fan page,
are allowed
which can be found by accessing the EA
to vote.
Sports Clemson Page at www.facebook.
The final day to vote
com/eaclemson. Click the links on the
is March 15, and Cook
said Clemson is struggling in
wall to vote on Bulletstorm's fan page.
Voting once each day is worth one aj[/ the rankings. Though Clemson is
one of only 44 schools to have an EA
oint per vote. Additional
Sports campus representative, they are at
number 11. The schools that have passed
Clemson include: UNC (currendy in
first place), N.C. State, the University
of Oklahoma, the University of Texas,
Duke, Columbia University and the
University of Southern California.
Details on the concert will be
confirmed with the winning school after
voting ends, though it would most likely
be held at Litdejohn. As Cook put
it best, "it is a huge opportunity for
Clemson to bring a big name to campus
for free."
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Tiger Band honored again
"Band that Shakes the Southland" halftime show to be presented at national conference.
JACOB WEBB
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Clemson University Tiger
Band was recognized by the College
Band Directors National Association
(CBDNA) for the second time and
has been chosen to participate in
the halftime video presentation at
the CBDNA's national biennial
conference.
The band was selected for "The
Spirit of God and Man," one of its
halftime programs for 2010, which
included an arrangement of the

British hymn "All Creatures of Our
God and King" and the finale of
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9. The
conference will be held in Seattle,
Wash., March 23-26 at the University
of Washington and will be composed
of performances from a number of
university marching bands as well as
presentations on a number of topics
relevant to college marching band
directors. Tim Salzman, a professor
at the University of Washington
and conductor of the UW Wind
Ensemble,
is overseeing the
conference's activities and programs.

Tiger Band, along with bands
from the University of Arkansas,
Auburn University, University of
Michigan and Texas State University,
was selected from bands across the
country to present their videos at
the CBDNA national conference in
Seattle. Dr. Mark Spede, director of
university bands, said he was excited
and honored about being selected
to present at the conference for the
second time. "It's almost like making
the Final Four in basketball," he
said. "To be recognized by other
college directors as being in the top

five is pretty awesome."
Spede is also the vice-president
of the Southern division of the
CBDNA. Tiger Band received
the same honor in 2007 for its
"RENT" show and had also received
recognition on a regional level in
2008 for its "Guitar Hero" show.
The CBDNA is a national
organization comprised of collegiate
music faculty members whose
expertise ranges from the writing of
new music to performance in concert
halls and athletic facilities. It first
began as a committee of the Music

Educators National Conference,
when it was known as the Committee
on College and University Music.
The committee, predominantly
composed of band directors, was
known as the Committee of College
and University Bands by the mid1950s. In the fall of 1938, the
committee met independently in
Chicago, and three years later it
formed the University and College
Band Conductors Conference,
which became the College Band
Directors National Association in
1947.

*

Tiger Band performs at Tigerama 2010

The band is recognized for their "Spirit of God and Man" show, along with several other bands.
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Madren Center on the Clemson University campus.
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On
March
4,
nearly
400 students danced the
night away to make dreams
come true for sick children.
The second annual Dance
Marathon raised a total of
$26,735.71, and donations
are still being accepted online
with all proceeds benefiting
the
Children's
Miracle
Network. Dance Marathon
entertainment chair Rachel
Kaskin said the money will
go to the Children's Hospital
of the Greenville Hospitals
system, and through them it
goes to Safe Kids Upstate.
The program was started
by the Children's Hospital
to
prevent accidents
by
conducting car seat inspections
and taking other cautionary
measures. Children's Miracle
Network has been working
to improve health care for
millions of children over the
past 22 years.
Dance Marathon
is a
16-hour event organized by
an executive committee of the
Dance Marathon organization
at Clemson University and is

split into two teams of students:
marketing and operations. The
students spend nearly a year
planning the event. This is
the second year that Dance
Marathon has been hosted
on Ciemson's campus, and
there was an increase in the
amount of involvement shown
this year from the community
and student organizations,
according to Nicole Cabato,
dancer relations chair. "I
believe we have improved our
public relations on campus,
and our community is starting
to really see us as an influential
organization," she said.
To entertain the students
and keep them involved
throughout the night, Dance
Marathon brought in outside
performers and instructors to
teach the students different
moves. The majority of the
acts at Dance Marathon
were performed by Clemson
students and faculty. The acts
included Take Note, Tigeroar,
Upstate Holistic Health, a
break dancer, Zumba, hiphop hustle, Jazzercise by

Verna Howell, yoga and more.
"From hip-hop to shag, people
were showing off their best
moves," Cabato said.
"My favorite part of the
event was that we were able
to put a name to the cause by

sponsoring a boy named Luke
who was associated with the
Children's Miracle Network,"
said Karen Cuneo, outreach
director for CLEMSONLiVE.
"It really gave meaning to the
entire event."
All student organizations
sponsored a child involved
with
Children's
Miracle
Network and decorated a bed
sheet for the child, which was
hung on the walls of Fike
during the event.
Dance Marathon strived to
make dreams come true for
the students that participated
in the event.
During the registration for
the event, students were asked
to make a wish for something
they would like to see happen
the night of Dance Marathon.
"We love to ask about
wishes, mainly to help us find
out what may help motivate
our dancers - since 16 hours
without sitting, sleeping or
caffeine is quite long - and
part of the purpose of our
event is to help miracles
happen," Cabato said.
Throughout
the
night,

One student at the event
was serenaded by Tigeroar.
Another student's family came
out to hang out with him.
One
student
wanted
Justin Bieber to attend Dance
Marathon, so the executive
committee had someone dress
up as Bieber and perform.
The event is about making
miracles come true, including
the
dreams
of Clemson
students.
"The greatest part about
Dance Marathon is seeing my
fellow Clemson students come
together for a great cause,"
said
freshman
Christine
O'Hara.
"The
event was
very
inspirational with the energy
level of our dancers and the
motivation coming from the
families involved that have
gone through a life-changing
experience with their child
and have personally benefited
from the Greenville Hospital
System Children's Hospital,"
Cabato said. "We had dancers
from organizations all over
campus coming together to
support a common cause and
.be^a-part of something bigger."
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Tigri Scientifica:
Kiss and Tell: From Frogs to Antibiotics

Tigers run
for Tigers
Race will benefit organizations to
help endangered mascot.

RACHEL WASYLYK

TEDDY KULMALA

NEWS WRITER

NEWS EDITOR

Remember those fairytales about
kissing a frog? They might not actually
transform into princes, but it turns out
that humans could owe a lot more to
these little amphibians than anyone
thought. Last August, scientists from
the United Arab Emirates University
discussed their cutting-edge work
linking biological substances on frogs
to antibiotics at the 240th National
Meeting of the American Chemical
Society. With drug-resistant bacteria
spreading worldwide, this research
may provide the foundation for a
new generation of antibiotics. The
scientists are learning how to modify a
frog's natural chemicals and turn them
into powerful antibiotics against lifethreatening diseases in humans.
The problem with current antibiotics lies in the innate habits of
bacteria, which are able to mutate and
transform themselves to become resistant to traditional medicines. Scientists
first began looking to frogs for the
solution because these creatures are
able to defend themselves against an
array of powerful diseases in contaminated waters around the world despite
having highly permeable skin.
In 2009, Dr. Michael J. Conlon
published several peer-reviewed articles in a variety of journals, including
Peptides and Clinical Immunology,
describing his research on the antibacterial properties of secretions produced
by frogs. After taking swabs of frog
skin to collect the chemicals, scientists
release the unharmed amphibians back
into the wild.
Laboratories in Japan, France,
the United States and a number of
other countries sent frog secretions to
Cordon's lab in the UAE. From there,
the research team screened the secretions to detect antibacterial activity.
They have established the chemical
structure of nearly 200 antibiotic com-

Dr. Fraser works with Amanda Henderson and Anna Saunders.

pounds already. Conlon predicts that
some of these substances could make
it into clinical trials within the next
five years.
Researchers have known for years
that the secret to killing infectious
diseases may lie in frog skin since
these amphibians are able to protect
themselves against bacteria, viruses
and fungi. However, it was difficult
to determine which chemicals were
actively working as antibiotics. Once
scientists isolated the compounds
responsible for warding off bacteria,
they discovered that these substances
were toxic to human cells as well. The
key to Conlon's research was that his
team changed the makeup of these
chemicals and discovered the delicate
balance between antibiotic properties and non-toxicity to humans. By
changing the structure of the compounds, the scientists lengthened the
average lifespan of the antibiotics in
the bloodstream.
Specific chemical substances
from frogs are showing promise in
the fight against antibiotic resistant
bacteria, including methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA).
MRSA is a deadly infection notorious for outbreaks in hospitals, schools
and nursing homes. The foothill

yellow-legged frog from the Western
United States produces these chemicals
but is currendy in danger of extinction. Another species, the mink frog,
contains substances that could fight
"Iraqibacter," a common bacterium
that causes drug-resistant infections in
American soldiers.
The importance of this study
extends beyond antibiotics and drugresistant bacteria to the conservation
of biodiversity. Many frogs are endangered or declining because of urbanization, which creates water pollution and
loss of habitats. With the widespread
implications of this research, scientists
are hoping that people will become
more aware of the dwindling populations of frogs around the world.
Therefore, this study is important to the future of both the human
race and the amphibian population.
Scientists are learning how to modify
the chemicals produced by frogs and
turn them into powerful antibiotics
against life-threatening diseases in
humans. With drug-resistant bacteria
on the rise, Conlon's research may
provide the foundation for a new
generation of antibiotics. The link
between frogs and humans is turning
out to be a stronger bond than we ever
imagined.

A 5K held this Saturday will benefit
an endangered species and Clemson's own
mascot.
The "Tigers 4 Tigers" 5K race will
begin at 9 a.m. Saturday at the S.C.
Botanical Garden in Clemson.
According to Carmony Adler,
a junior biological science major and
co-coordinator of the event, registration
is $20 for the race and $5 for the 1-mile
walk up until race day; on race day, the
price is $25 for the race and $10 for the
walk.
Additionally, the group will be selling
race t-shirts for $12, club shirts for $15
and rubber wrist bands for $2.
"We are about raising awareness for
the plight of tigers, since there are only
3,200 left," Adler said. "In the next 12
years, they'll become extinct in the wild if
we don't do anything to help them."
Adler said Tigers for Tigers has been
on campus for nine years and raises
awareness and money for organizations
like Tiger Trust Fund in India and the
Central Florida Animal Reserve. "They

take tigers and big cats from all over the
country and the world and they raise
them and keep them alive," she said.
"They help them reproduce and
put them back into the wild," added
Kate Fedore, a sophomore business
management major and co-coordinator.
Adler said the 3-mile course "is not
a difficult one," and is only slighdy hilly.
"It's a big loop too, it's not like you deadend somewhere," Fedore said.
Adler said the group brainstormed
several fundraiser ideas, including a
battle of the bands, and urges students
to participate and help protect their
endangered mascot. "Our mascot is
the tiger. It would be really sad if the
tiger went extinct. It's such a big part
of Clemson," she said, adding that the
famous tiger paw was taken from an
actual tiger paw print.
Fedore said the group is hoping to
organize a "tiger conference," comprised
of schools across the U.S. that have the
tiger as a mascot, during which experts
would offer information and discussion
on tigers and protecting them.
Tigers for Tigers meets every other
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Long 216.
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Tuesday, March 29

fcimcM
2:00 pm

Event
German Kaffeestunde
(coffee break with students)
Einstein Bros. Hendrix
Student Center

Wednesday, March 30

8:00 pm

Panel discussion on German
sustainability/technology
Hardin Hall Auditorium

Thursday, March 31

7:00 pm

Grillabend (German student
& faculty social with BBQ)
Roderick International
House

Friday, April 1

3:00 pm-6:00 pm

German Professional Society
Visit to a German company
(contact
ferrell(5),clerason.edu)

Monday, April 4

German Ambassador to

STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE

the US on Campus
4:30-5:45 pm

iGraber Mini-Warehouses i

Ambassador's Address on
Trans Atlantic Relations and
Q&A

5:45-6:35 pm

g 864-972-9787

greet with the Ambassador
Monday, April 4

5x10 $25.00 Per Month
10x10 $40.00 Per Month

Oth er

sizes avaname
bl

Public Reception: Meet and

7:00 pm-10.00 pm

German film night with
discussion

Summer
Storage

STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE STORAGE

Hardin Hall Auditorium
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Weekly News
Update
World News
CNN News
On Wednesday, Libyan leader
Moammar Gadhafi announced a
reward of 500,000 Libyan dinars
($410, 900) for anyone who would
capture former minister of justice
Mustafa Abdul Jalil, who Gadhafi
deemed an "agent spy." Abdul
Jalil resigned from his post after
the uprising in Libya began on Feb.
15 and is now currently leading
the National Transitional Council,
a group opposed to Gadhafi's
regime with 31 members that represent most Libyan regions. The
Council has met in the eastern city
of Benghazi, which is considered
a major base for the opposition
movement. In response to Gadhafi's
announcement, Abdul Jalil pleaded
to other countries to impose a no-fly
zone over Libya in order to prevent
unnecessary casualties. The opposition has been defiant in the face of
Gadhafi's military oppression, but
they remain outgunned and have
slowly reversed their advance on
the capital city of Tripoli, Gadhafi's
headquarters.
The Wall Street Journal
Clashes between Coptic
Christians and Muslims in Cairo
resulted in 13 deaths Wednesday.
Coptic Christians were angry at the
burning of a church and fought with
thousands of Muslims in a largely
Coptic Christian neighborhood near
Cairo. In addition to the 13 deaths,
more than 100 were reported to
be wounded across the four-hour
skirmish. The brawl took place only
hours after several hundred men had
harassed female demonstrators who
were gathered to mark International
Women's Day and demand expanded rights in Egypt. In the aftermath of the expulsion of former
president Hosni Mubarak, various
groups have taken their causes to
the streets in order to gain political
and social clout while the Egyptian
government is in transition.
BBC
A 6.3-magnitude earthquake
struck off of the eastern coast
of Honshu, the main island of
Japan, on Wednesday. The earthquake comes less than a day after
another 7.2-magnitude quake in the
same location triggered Japanese
officials to issue a tsunami warning.
A 2-foot tsunami reached the coast
of Ofunato on Wednesday night as
a result of the latter earthquake,
with other towns reporting smaller
waves shortly after. The United
States Geological Survey reported
that the quake struck at 4:44 a.m. on
Wednesday and was only 1.2 miles
deep, which is fairly shallow for an
earthquake of that magnitude. No
injuries or damages were reported,
although some train services were
temporarily halted after the quakes.

PANEL from page Al
and the great opportunity to express
and freshly evaluate our own beliefs
in front of others, we felt this could
be something more people would
be interested in and would promote
positive interactions between people
in the future," Blair said.
"It is really easy, no matter what
religious or non-religious affiliation
you consider yourself a part of, to get
complacent in your own beliefs or
only talk to people who believe the
same way you do," Blair said.
. . . ."We. hope. to offer. a .night • to.
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Drive seeks backpacks
Used bags will benefit foster children; collection will
continue through end of semester.

National News
KATIE SPECTOR
Business Week
The United States Senate on
Wednesday rejected a proposed
Republican plan that would cut
$61 billion from the federal budget.
The vote of 44-56 puts pressure on House Republicans to
compromise in their initiative to
cut back on government spending.
The Democrats' plan only cuts
around one-tenth as much as the
Republican's budget does, and
after the vote, Senator Charles
Schumer (D-NY) noted that neither party has the votes needed
to push through with their agenda
without a compromise.
Democrats are pushing for an
increase on taxation on millionaires and oil companies, while
Republicans are seeking to reduce
funding to a number of government programs.
The time frame for voting on a
budget for the rest of the financial
year, which ends on Sept. 30, has
already been extended once, and
with neither party willing to make
any sort of compromise, another
stopgap budget measure may have
to be enacted.
The Washington Post
On Wednesday, National
Public Radio (NPR) CEO Vivian
Schiller announced her resignation, one day after a video of
another NPR executive criticizing conservatives surfaced on
the Internet.
In the video, NPR Foundation
Ron Schiller (who is of no relation to Vivian Schiller) was shown
calling members of the Republican
Party and Tea Party movement
"xenophobic" and "racist" and
stating that NPR would be "better off without" funding from the
government.
The video was secretly taken
by conservative activist James
O'Keefe in a meeting with
Ron Schiller where two operatives pretending to be wealthy
Muslim donors who were interested in funding NPR in case the
Republicans get their version of
the budget passed, which would
significantly cut funding for public broadcasting.
On Tuesday night, Ron
Schiller also resigned from NPR.
According to NPR's board of
directors, Vivian Schiller's resignation is effective immediately,
and NPR senior vice president of
legal affairs Joyce Slocum will
replace her in the interim.
Schiller had been CEO since
January 2009. Vivian Schiller's
departure is the third high-level resignation in two months at
NPR, after Ron Schiller and former senior vice president of news
Ellen Weiss.

challenge yourself and break down
misconceptions about other groups or
even remind yourself why you chose a
certain viewpoint."
Blair emphasized that in addition
to being respectful, audience members
should bring questions they would
like to ask the panelists, but if they
don't have any questions, they should
come to listen to the views of their
peers.
The Crosspoint-Secular Student
Alliance of Clemson panel discussion
will be held April 19 at 8 p.m. A
location has not been set, but it is
tentatively going.to be inHardkvlOO.-
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A campus group is collecting
backpacks for foster children and
needs your help.
Sarah Truitt, a junior and
founder of Tiger Cubs, puts a new
spin on philanthropy with another
design of her own — the backpack
drive.
Recently she created a backpack
drive for foster children. It is focused
on collecting as many backpacks as
possible before the semester ends.
Truitt said students don't need to
buy the backpack, but any school
items for children ages 3 to 13 are
Tiger Cubs is seeking used backpacks to
accepted and needed.
She hopes to get everyone
Truitt said the foster home isn't
a permanent-care situation, so new involved in this project. As the
backpacks help the children new to project is just in its beginning steps,
the shelter, who usually come with Truitt expressed her initial feeling.
nothing but the clothes on their "I'm excited. It's easier to plan
backs.
than the big events, because in the
Truitt thinks the backpack big events it's harder for people to
idea will top them all. "It's kind of commitn"
One of her biggest goals is
relevant to us as students, which
makes it more convenient," she putting boxes in the freshman dorms
said. Not only did she create the to advertise the drive to first-year
backpack drive for her club, but also students. "I think a lot of the time
she is opening the opportunity up to freshmen come with extra stuff, so
any student at Clemson University.
maybe they'd be willing to donate it.
Truitt created Tiger Cubs the You buy too much at the beginning
spring of her freshman year. She of the year thinking you will use all
designed the club so groups of of it."
She believes sororities and
students could visit children at the
Helping Hands Shelter in Clemson. fraternities will also play a big role.
Her group immediately blossomed.
Spreading the drive across multiple
This past fall, Truitt organized Clemson organizations will benefit
a Christmas drive, asking the the children at Helping Hands
members of Tiger Cubs to donate significantly.
little trinkets in a shoebox for each
As philanthropy chair for her
sorority Gamma Phi Beta, Truitt
of the children. It was a success.

1
donate to foster children.

believes diversifying the project
will make a considerable difference.
"It's something that having all the
items in it that they need makes
it more easy for organizations to
donate because individual people
can donate just note cards... that's
not expensive, but it will make a
difference when it all adds up," she
said.
Truitt said she originally wanted
to do a luggage drive, but the
backpack idea deemed more logical
because it related to the student
body.
She remains positive and expects
help from various organizations
around campus. While the backpack
drive hasn't been advertised around
campus yet, it has already begun.
"I think it's something we're
going to try to do every semester
or every year," she said. Truitt is
extending the drive until spring
semester ends.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classifications
100 Help Wanted
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Creek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Four Dorm Counselors Needed!
Supervise H.S. seniors interning at
CUJune 1 -July 17. $350/wk plus
room and board. See www.clemson.
edu/sclife and click Summer Program
for Research Interns or e-mail callara@clemson.edu for job description
and application procedures.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
SAVE MONEY!
Maine camp needs fun-loving
counselors to teach all land, adventure and water sports. Great summer! Call 888-844-8080,
Apply: campcedar.com

Start your own gift shop business.
$15,000 of new stock; will sell for
$5,000. (864) 888-7044.

Looking for servers! Breakfast, lunch
and dinner shifts are available; WedsSaturday @ Village Cafe: 104 East
Main St. in Pendleton. No phone
calls, apply in person.

How to Place a Classified Ad

Office Telephone Hours
Monday - Friday
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

All Beauty Cosmetics is offering a part
time offer where you can earn extra
income at your own flexible schedule
plus benefits that takes only little of
your time. Requirements: should be
computer literate, 1-2 hours access to
the Internet weekly, and must be efficient and dedicated. Contact us with
your resume for more details and job
information at eheatherallbeautycos@
gmail.com. Hurry... don't wait! This
great opportunity is limited, so contact All Beauty Cosmetics Inc. today!

200

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2167
By Fax: (864) 656-4772

Payment Methods

By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com

Office Address

FOR SALE

Rare, one-time offer: 40 commemorative Clemson full Coke bottles
from 1981 national championship. Coke logo and Clemson paw
on front. Clemson logo with paw
on back as well as 1981 schedule.
1982 Orange Bowl win Clemson v.
Nebraska. Call 678-575-4422 11
a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sunquest Wolfe Tanning Bed: 1
owner. Used less than 400 hours,
20 bulbs, paid $2,300; asking $900
OBO. Call 864-723-3461 or 2614.

Classified Ad Rates

Deadline

,

In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2167 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
250 AUTOMOTIVE
BIG V AUTOMOTIVE®
BELLSOUTH.NET, 639-5000,
Complete Automotive Repairs, Foreign,
Domestic, Tires, Brakes, Diagnostics,
Moped Sales and Service.

300

FOR RENT

Female subleaser needed for spring
2011 at UV $410 with furniture,
Internet, cable and water.
Contact: ewhyte@clemson.edu
Subletting unfurnished large, 2 BR,
2 BA apartment beginning April 1,
2011 (negotiable) through July 31,
2011. Option to extend. Rent is
$650/month (total). Located in the
Heritage
at Riverwood Apartment Complex
off Issaqueena Trail. Amenities
include: dishwasher, microwave,
storage room, washer and dryer in
the unit, plus an outdoor swimming pool, tennis court
and indoor fitness room at main
clubhouse. No dogs. Contact Joe at
jmazer@clemson.edu
or 570-205-1425 for more
information.

Two roommates in Tiger Town
Village looking for third. Rent is
$320/month. Own bed and bath.
Call Charles at 803-371-0079.
Need a place to stay in the spring
2012? Looking for a subleaser in
Tiger Town Village. Female preferred who doesn't mind a dog.
$320/month plus roughly $60 in
utilities with two amazing roommates. If interested, contact Eden
at edena@clemson.edu.
University Ridge Apt. for rent,
2BR, 2BA. For more information,
803-685-7035.

Dreams, Omens, Insights,
Learn Meanings From Beyond?
Great Rates, SouthernSorcerer.com
(864) 207-0597

Yard work. Free Estimates.
Call David (864) 888-7044.

Remodel. Free Estimates.
Call David (864) 888-7044.

Storage. 5ft x 10ft, $25.
10 ftx 10ft, $40.
Call (864) 882-5536.

House in Clemson. 2BR, 1BA.
Screened porch. $575/month.
653-3512.

550

House in Clemson. 4BR, 2BA.
$1080/month. 653-3512.

Been to the "Zone"? Check out
the ASC Tutor Zones and the free
tutoring schedule at www.clemson.
edu/asc.

400

EVENTS

SERVICES

PET CARE: Sitting, walking and
bathing starting at $5! Your place
or mine. Contact smoulto@clemson.edu or 919-522-1125 for more
information.

700 LOST & FOUND
Lost male Chihuahua, brown/orange/
tan. Abernathy Park. Large reward.
864-318-7343

Literary & Art Magazine

SEMANTICS
Seeking

f.

V

SUBMISSIONS!!
Accepting artwork, photos, poems, short stories
DEADLINE: March 29
(semantc@gmail.com)

'

Pick up copies of our magazine at:
Fernow Cafe, Cooper Library, Daniel, Harcombe, Bracket!,
Library Bridge (in front of Rhodes) Hendrix, Brooks, Lee
■■■
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US NEWS AND WORLD REPORT

SCHOOL RANKING SYSTE1
STEPHANE REY/art director

Who watches the watchmen?
Bo secret that one of the main goals of Clemson's current
inistration is to break into the top 20 public schools as
ed by U.S. News and World Report in their annual college
rankings. President Barker often speaks of the top-20 initiative,
and many of our recent policies have been created with this goal in
mind. But is this a valuable course of action for Clemson students?
There is no arguing that U.S. News and World Report has a
monopoly on college rankings. If you try and think of another college ranking service right now, chances are your mind will come
up blank. An estimated 10 million people visit the U.S. News and
World Report website during the month the new college rankings
are released. But why is this ranking so universally recognized, and
how is it even calculated?
The U.S. News and World Report college ranking system is
complicated and weighs different categories such as class size,
selectivity and freshman retention rates. For example: undergraduate academic reputation is given 22.5 percent of the weight, student
selectivity accounts for 15 percent of the rating, and alumni giving
is 5 percent of the formula. From these categories, schools are then
given a score from one to 100 and ranked.
Bestselling author Malcolm Gladwell posits in his article "The
Order of Things" that U.S. News and World Report college rankings are too simplified. For example, large universities with over
40,000 students like Penn State are ranked near small, religious colleges, such as Yeshiva University, in the rankings. There is almost
nothing in common between these schools and what they aim to
accomplish, but U.S. News and World Report ranks them neatly
for anyone to see.
But why should one magazine have the final say in which
college is better when there is almost no real comparison between
the two schools? Herein lies the problem with the college ranking
system: it is too simplified. Universities, especially big ones, are
complex systems of colleges, departments and literally hundreds of
faculty. How can one possibly come up with an arbitrary number
that accurately ranks such a complex institution? The answer is
easy: it is impossible.
Gladwell points out how the rankings look at professors and
commitment to instruction. The proportion of classes under 20 students helps greatly while having classes over 50 hurts the rankings.
Faculty salary is also taken into account as well as the proportion of
professors with the highest degree in their fields. Even the amount
of faculty that is full time has a percentage value in the rankings.
Do any of these statistics actually matter in the scheme of
education, though? Just because a faculty member is highly paid

Do you think students should
base their college decisions on
U.S. News and World Report
college rankings?

doesn't mean they will be more committed to instruction; in fact,
a strong argument could be made that says the opposite. It would
be possible that more highly paid professors are more engaged in
research and place less focus on instruction. Also, having the highest possible degree in a field does nothing to guarantee a rewarding
student experience. Good teachers will be good teachers regardless
of their highest degree. This also applies to the percentage of faculty
that is full time. Some of the best professors are visiting professors
and only teach a few classes.
There is another problem with some of these rankings. Class
sizes are only recorded for fall semesters and quarters of universities and colleges nationwide, so it is possible that schools could
limit class size in the fall and let it expand in the spring to manipulate the rankings. Does this help the average student?
While students may not be helped by the manipulation of statistics to better the ranking of the school, universities nationwide are
almost forced to act in such a way just to keep up. If one school is
manipulating the rankings, it forces the others to manipulate them
as well.
Over 20 percent of the ranking is allotted to the reputation of
the schools. Every year U.S. News and World Report gives surveys
to college presidents, provosts and deans nationwide and asks them
to rank all colleges on a one to five scale in different categories.
This system leaves a huge chunk of the rating up to subjectivity.
There is no way every college president knows everything about
every other college. There is also a huge incentive to underrate colleges near to their own in the rankings to gain an edge.
Gladwell describes a similar study where university presidents
were asked to rank law schools one through 10. After having many
fill out the survey, the results were calculated. The catch? The list of
law schools to rank included Penn State, a university that at the time
did not even have a law school. This is a problem because it shows
that those ranking other schools basically rank on their current
reputation rather than on actually knowing about the school. This
turns U.S. News and World Report into a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Villanova officials have been reprimanded for falsifying law
school grades and LSAT scores that are used by U.S. News and
World Report to rank law schools. While these officials are being
punished, U.S. News and World Report has a policy of not retroactively changing their rankings. So as it stands, Villanova's inflated
ranking remains.
It is clear that there are many inherent flaws in trying to rank
universities and colleges that are vastly different on many levels.
Why U.S. News and World Report gets to decide what factors

make a school great is unclear, but its monopoly on rankings is
indisputable.
Students should choose colleges based on their own visits and
research rather than what a magazine says about rankings. Some
schools with lower rankings may be very strong in a certain field
that you may want to be in. For example, Ohio University is a
mediocre school as far as overall ranking in the magazine, but its
journalism program is among the top 10 in the nation.
Another way to choose a university is to closely look at the
faculty in the department you want to go in. If the faculty has
published good works and the students tend to find good jobs, the
college is a good fit. If you are unsure what you want to do, colleges
with higher enrollments will likely have more options should you
choose to change your mind. Nobody needs a magazine to tell him
or her these things; they are common sense. But in today's instantgratification culture, many students choose to look at rankings as
the main determinant of their college choice.
For example, Clemson has a very strong physics program,
but it isn't well known because the university isn't a top-20 public
school. The faculty is strong and students do well after college. This
should be the main factor in a student's decision, but top students
usually apply to schools like MIT simply because of prestige.
The last point about the fickleness of the rankings is the weight
given to alumni donations. This is one of the main reasons small
private schools will always be ranked at the top; most schools like
Yale and Harvard get donations through old money, and public
schools will never be able to compete with them. Clearly the system
has flaws.
When choosing a college, students should base their decisions
on personal experience and research rather than on what U.S. News
and World Report tells them.
The way the system is set up now, university presidents are
being forced to manipulate the rankings and tailor the school to
perform well in the rankings. This doesn't necessarily improve
the education at the school, but school officials are basically being
forced to keep up with other schools in the rankings. The U.S.
News and World Report ranking system for colleges is flawed and
should not influence higher education as much as it does.

The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written by the opinions
editor and represent the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board. In
representing the majority view, the staff editorials may not represent the
individual view of any particular member.

Joshua Carroll

Katie Lakey

Marie Rosasco

Mary Megan Sealy

Matt Totheran

"Yes, because U.S.
News is a reliable
and credible
source on ranking
colleges."

"1 don't think they
should solely base
it on that, but it
should be a factor
they should
consider."

"Probably not.
You should go to
a school you like
regardless of how
it is rated or what
people say."

"No, I think
students should
use resources like
CollegeBoard to be
matched
with schools that
are best for their
individual wants."

"It should
influence, but not
be the sole factor
in, their decision."

In the March 4 issue of The Tiger, a photo of Eugene Diennfenbach ran in the place of a photo of Evan Brown in "Speak Out." The Tiger regrets this error.
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A song for life
ZAK JAMES
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Columnist
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Thomas Paine once said, "A long habit of not
thinking a thing wrong gives it a superficial
appearance of being right and raises at first
a formidable outcry in defense of custom. But the
tumult soon subsides. Time makes more converts than
reason."
Last week, an interesting Facebook status caught
my eye: "ABC just reported that donor lists will soon
be organized by age rather than length of time on the
list." Not too familiar with the current protocol on
organ donations, I did some research.
The current process for kidney donations is firstcome, first-served; the sooner you're put on the list,
the better your likelihood of receiving a kidney. The
new system being proposed by the United Network
for Organ Sharing (UNOS) is not based on priority
but age. In a 40-page document, two new scenarios
for kidney transplantation were outlined.
One scenario would have 80 percent of kidneys
given priority to beneficiaries who are 15 years older
or younger than the donor. The other scenario would
place the remaining 20 percent of kidneys, those kidneys calculated to have the longest projected lifetime,
in the hands of individuals who are expected to live
longest based on factors such as age, dialysis and
diabetes.
"Right now, if you're 77 years old and you're
offered an 18 year old's kidney, you get it," said
Dr. Richard N. Formica, a transplant physician and
member of the UNOS panel that wrote the proposal.
Formica went on to say, "The problem is that you'll
die with that kidney still functioning, while a 30-yearold could have gotten that kidney and lived with it to
see his kids graduate from college." After understanding the rationale for the proposal, I agreed that the
reform is a good idea. However, many do not share
these sentiments.
People on Facebook were quick to dismiss the new
proposal on the basis that it is not equitable, discriminating against the elderly who under the new system
would find it far more difficult to receive kidneys.
Their argument was that the only fair system is the
one that does not discriminate based on age or any
other factor. The debate continued that this proposed
system is just another example of a nation dishonoring its elders and that this is a case of the government
choosing who lives and who dies. I was quick to form
my opinion.

It should be noted that the UNOS is not a government agency; rather, it is a non-profit organization
that is responsible for administering the only Organ
Procurement and Transplantation Network in the U.S.
Therefore, any arguments on behalf of socialistic
medicine and government rationing can be attributed
to ignorance.
Yet, the new proposal does discriminate based on
age; there are no two ways about it. However, I don't
think we should be so quick to label it discriminatory
in a pejorative sense of the word.
There are more than 87, 000 Americans on the
kidney transplant list, and each year only 17, 000
Americans receive a transplant. Therefore, the UNOS
spent six years negotiating a new proposal that aims
to ensure that kidneys will be donated to individuals
who will maximize the lifetime of the scarce resource.
The new system wouldn't be fair, but would it
be just? By ensuring that all kidneys donated from
a limited supply are being maximized to the greatest
benefit, I believe justice is being served. An eye-foran-eye would be impartial, but many people reading
this article subscribe to an ethic that says turning the
other cheek is an act of justice. Are impartiality and
justice the same?
The current system is fair in that all individuals
are given an equal shake at a kidney; it is impartial.
But the current system is unjust by "wasting" a precious resource by not maximizing its potential benefit, an injustice to all parties concerned. Perhaps Jill
McMaster said it best: "I'm 60 years old, and I have a
transplant. But if I were to need a second transplant,
I wouldn't have a chance of getting the best organs,
whereas in the past I did. What we're asking those on
the list to do is hard when you are sick, which is to
look at the needs of everybody. I think it's the right
thing to do."
This decision is not cut and dry. I am certainly
glad I don't have to choose who lives or dies, but
someone does. I'm not 60 years old and on dialysis;
if I were, I might have a different opinion.
But I'd also understand that all things being equal,
I'd save a grandchild before I'd save a grandpa.
Justice, not impartiality, is the objective in this matter. As G.K. Chesterton said, "Impartiality is a pompous name for indifference, which is an elegant name
for ignorance."
Let's not be so quick to judge those who have
to make difficult decisions, and let's certainly not
demonize them for discrimination when that is not
the issue. Like Bob Dylan, "I'll know my songs well
before I start singing." Maybe one day we can all sing
in harmony.
is a junior majoring in health science. E-mail
comments to opinions@TlieTigerNews.com.
ZAK JAMES
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Paws up
Police arrested an Arkansas man and charged him with public
intoxication after he urinated on $500-worth of chicken and
ate a large package of ham.
A Missouri man is suing the Kansas City
Royals because he needed three surgeries
to fix a detached retina after the mascot
threw a foil-wrapped hot dog at his face.
Narcotics investigators in California found a $1.5 million
marijuana growing operation. A four-foot-long alligator
named Wally was guarding the house.
police in northern Ohio asked a man during a traffic stop
whether he'd been drinking. He took a sip from an open can
of beer and told the officer "Yes."
—a———«—M^CT——■——w»

Paws down
Guards at a Rock Hill, S.C., jail smelled marijuana coming
from a cell and discovered a joint rolled in a page from
the bible inside.
An Oregon man who filmed the speedometer
of his car while driving more than 140 miles per
hour so he could post it on YouTube ended up in
jail after police confiscated the tape.
Two brothers ended up in jail after a fight; they were arguing
because one of the brothers was mad at the other for having loud
sex with his girlfriend.

GEAR UP HERE.
GET OUT THERE.

C COSTA

WITH NEW T-SHIRTS, CORDS IN
COLLEGIATE COLORS, SUNGLASS STYLES
AND OUR NEW 580P LENS, COSTA AND
HIBBETT SPORTS HAVE GOT YOU COVERED.
■

Time to Tan!
COSTA
Located in
Clemson Centre
Next to Moe's

SEE WHAT'S OUT THERE-

HIIBETTSPORTS9
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1280 Eighteen Mile Rd. - Central
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Following the end of the major sports
season, I can't help but find myself less
and less interested in sports. While this
sounds almost blasphemous for a guy to say,
I can't help but feel that I'm not alone in this.
The main problem comes from the time in
which previous generations grew up in sports.
I remember being a child and listening to my
grandfather talk about Babe Ruth pitching
a complete game and hitting two home runs
the next day. Those were the days when real
players like Ty Cobb, Lou Gehrig and Joe
DiMaggio played baseball.
Then think of our parents' generation,
watching football, baseball and basketball
greats like Bart Starr, Joe Montana, Nolan
Ryan, Pete Rose, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Magic Johnson, just to name a few. Even as we
were growing up, we got to watch legends such
as Wayne Gretzky, sport stars Deion Sanders
and Bo Jackson and quarterbacks who changed
the game, like Steve Young.
Throughout this time, sports were played
for the sake of just playing them. It's our
American nature to root for the winners in society. Patton once said, "America loves a winner
and will not tolerate a loser." When we turned
on the TV, we saw these guys for the winners
they were and celebrated their successes with
them.
This was before ESPN became the media
conglomerate it is now. Twenty years ago you
turned on the TV to watch the day's sports
highlights and what you got was Dan Patrick
and Kenny Mayne behind a desk feeding you
sports highlights for an hour and that was
it. There were no inside looks at what Steve
Young fed his dog or how Wayne Gretzky's
accent could be affecting his teams play, both
of which would probably be breaking news and
worth a 30-minute time slot on ESPN today.

Now when I turn on ESPN in the morning, I see three things. The first is how the
Miami Heat lost another game followed by 20
minutes of guys who never played basketball
professionally giving their "expert" views on
why this happened. Next comes the lockout
that might take place because the owners are
baffled as to why prima-donna football players want more money. The last thing you
see could be any irrelevant story about some
athlete somewhere. It usually involves someone's penis, an intricate love affair or drugs
and booze. If I'm really lucky, the story will
include all three of these things.
This isn't sports. We want to know the
score, some stats and then the standings for
the pennant race. That's it. All that other crap
belongs on Oxygen or Lifetime and would
surely make a fantastic one-hour movie special.
Back in the day, men would only hear that type
of "news" from their wives when they wanted
to interject themselves into conversations about
sports. Guys would be talking about the game
and a wife might say, "Oh didn't you hear? He
cheated on his wife." A typical response would
have been, "So? He went 2-3 with a homer and
4 RBIs, and he's on my fantasy team."
One thing has really skyrocketed this
destruction of sports: money. It's plain and
simple, and I'll even go as far as saying what
no one wants to say: there's too much money in
sports. It's escalation at its finest. The owners
start paying the players in thousands of dollars,
so the players want millions. Up next comes
billions. Our ticket prices go up and concessions cost more, and then we act surprised as
to why it happens. We've seen this coming for
years, and it was only a matter of time until it
reached TV.
With there being so much money in sports,
TV stations are having to pay more to show
the games, causing commercial prices to go
up as well. Now these stations are rolling in
the dough from sporting events and are able to
influence them to increase the amount of cash
coming in.
Ever wonder why Clemson plays so many
freaking noon football games? ESPN buys out
our games and then tells us when to play them.

Ever wonder why the bowl season lasts a week
or two longer and longer each year? ESPN buys
out the time slots and pushes them back, giving
more time to make money from these monster
games. Ever wonder why Dennis Rodman dyed
his hair green and dressed up like a girl? My
guess is that it was mostly drugs, but ESPN was
probably involved, too.
Now we're stuck in college football with a
broken post-season system (created and backed
by employees at ESPN) that no one wants,
because quite frankly, there's too much money
in it for them to ever change it.
It's even gone so far as to influence individual awards. If you want to know who'll win
the Heisman next year, tune into ESPN around
mid-September and whoever you see with a
15-minute time slot on SportsCenter with a full
cast of lobbyists vying for him to win is going
to be your Heisman recipient.
It's absurd. I turn on the TV looking for
sports and instead I get "entertainment." The
most sickening thing about this is that for me,
sports were entertaining. I didn't need all the
extra crap that came with it. Now there are 300
ESPN channels that aren't showing me sports
whenever I turn to them.
The next stop is pay-per-view, where in
order to even watch the damn game I'm going
to have to fork out another $50 on top of my
cable bill to hear two incompetent idiots pronounce my coach's name wrong for nearly two
hours.
ESPN has become so large and so powerful
and so laden with money (they're owned by
Disney, by the way) that they no longer have
competition in sports broadcasting and can
pretty much show whatever they want without
worrying about losing their audience.
While it's completely ruined sports for me,
I suppose I'm the real sucker in this whole
venture because I still watch them. However,
that won't stop me from hoping that one day
soon sports will return to what they once were:
just sports.
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n Wednesday, the space shuttle Discovery touched down at the
Kennedy Space Center in Florida for the last time. With only
a few missions left before the shuttle program is scrapped for
good, NASA is at an important point in its history.
Humans have always been awed by flight. From the beginning of
time, we have tried to make flying machines; da Vinci had specs for a
flying machine among his work.
Flight finally became a reality when two brothers from Ohio designed
and built the first airplane in their bike shop. On a side note: Ohio is
the birthplace of aviation and fostered the creation of the first airplane.
North Carolina may have been the location of the first flight, but its only
real contribution was having sand dunes with high wind, which was a
perfect test flight location.
Legal battles over state slogans aside, flight has revolutionized
human life. After the first airplanes were created, technology increased at
a fast rate and safe passenger flight became possible very quickly. With
passenger flight, the world became much smaller; trips across the ocean
and across the country that could take days or even weeks became trips
that only took hours.
Warfare was also changed with the introduction of flight. While there
was some light air warfare and air reconnaissance in World War I, World
War II was when the airplane became a feared instrument of war. Much
of the Allies' success can be attributed to air superiority; warfare hasn't
been the same since.
During the Cold War, the space race became the focal point of
aviation and captured the imagination of people worldwide. Flight pioneers like John Glenn and Neil Armstrong were national heroes, and
America's trip to the moon in 1969 (Yes, it happened. If you think our
video technology was good enough to fake the landing in 1969 or that
ojir government would be able to cover something that big up, then go
back to watching YouTube videos that make you such an expert on the

JFK assassination, 9/11 or any other conspiracy theory) was a landmark
accomplishment.
Of course aviation has had its bumps, especially the space program.
The Challenger shuttle exploded during a launch in 1986, and the
breakup of Columbia on reentry in 2003 has caused many to question the
validity of the space program and NASA. These accidents, coupled with
a rising budget — NASA will be allotted $19 billion — and the belief
that we aren't accomplishing anything in space has caused some to call
for the end to America's space program.
But these calls to end NASA are uninformed; NASA and research
directly linked to NASA are responsible for many inventions that make
our lives better, and not just space pens and freeze-dried ice cream
(though both of those were invented because of NASA). Satellite dishes,
smoke detectors, fire-fighting equipment, cordless tools, shock-absorbing football helmets, memory foam and water filters all owe some or all
of their creation and development to NASA.
Clearly the space program has improved our lives. To get rid of it
would be to remove the possibility of future inventions aided by NASA
research.
But inventions aren't the only or even the most salient reason to
improve NASA and continue the space program. The feeling of wonderment space travel inspires is something we need. In a technologically
savvy culture, inventions and technological advancement can be taken
for granted, but not with space flight. Space flight can awe even the most
spoiled tech user. If you don't believe me, go see a space flight someday;
you will be speechless as you watch a rocket shoot into the sky and literally disappear from view.
There are plans to continue the space program with reusable capsules rather than using a shuttle-like replacement. Also, more private
companies ate working on making space travel a commercial endeavor.
Hopefully both of these options for space flight are true and we will
continue to travel to the final frontier.
Aviation and space flight have always captivated the world. NASA
and private space flight programs should be fostered so we can advance
into the 21st century.
is a senior majoring in political science. E-mail comments to letters®
TheTigerNews.com.
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The Sheen Machine TIGER
NICK ROTH

Columnist

9

It's that damn Charlie Sheen. He's so hot right now.
Every time I see him in the news, I can't help but
wonder why people are so enthralled by him. He's
not even an A-list actor. He doesn't have Brad-Pittlike charisma or Tom-Cruise-like dementia. Seriously,
his show isn't even good. I know people like it, but
come on. It's just a bunch of sex and fart jokes. I realize that sex and fart jokes are always funny, but do we
need an entire TV series about it? Have you ever seen
the ratings for his show? It's absurd. The collective
maturity level of our country has to be like that of a
12 year old.
Anyway, apparently Charlie Sheen has some
issues. The man may or may not have some screws
loose. Either that or he's a super human with tiger
blood who won't die. When I say screws loose and
issues I'm referring to the prostitutes and cocaine.
In Cormac McCarthy's "Blood Meridian," there is
a character that is a seven-foot-tall albino and kills
everything and claims that he will never die. Charlie
Sheen seems worse than that guy.
Charlie Sheen said this: "I don't know, I was bangin' seven-gram rocks and finishing them, because
that's how I roll." First of all, I don't even know what
that means. Second of all, I was doing some online
research and based on the quick shotgun Google
search, the consensus seems to be that half of what
Charlie did is typically fatal. But let us not forget that
"dying is for fools." You have to give some credit to
someone over the age of 40 that has the phrase "that's
how I roll" in his lexicon in the context of drugs.
And just to pause for a moment, is there something
special about tiger blood that is cocaine-resistant? If
you gave seven grams to a tiger, would it be okay? I
don't advocate animal cruelty, but I would watch that
on YouTube.
Part of me feels like what Charlie Sheen does is

pretty impressive. Usually you have to have sex, drugs
and rock and roll for it all to work, but somehow he
pulled off just the sex and drugs. I don't know why
I'm so incredulous though, he said it himself, he's
"bi-winning." Side note, that's the greatest quote of
all time because it makes so little sense in response to
the question that it suspends reality in your brain and
then starts to make sense. And this is what scares me
the most: I have begun to understand AND agree with
Charlie Sheen.
I've been trying to figure out why we (we being
the millions who watch the news coverage of Charlie
Sheen's epic voyage) are so interested in his craziness.
I think part of it is that the craziness is appealing, like
the circus or Jersey Shore.
It's like when we found out Tom Cruise was possessed on Oprah; it's riveting television (YouTube it if
you haven't seen it). But Charlie made me think about
how we live vicariously through celebrities. It's not
just that it's a foreign spectacle to behold, but it's a
human being that we can empathize with on so many
levels. It's as close as you can get without doing it. It's
why we watch movies and read books (some of us).
In a moment of bizarre clarity, Sheen said, "I
exposed people to magic; I exposed them to something
they are never otherwise going to see in their boring,
normal lives." And he's right. I will never — well, I
don't believe in absolutes — I'm going to bet that I
will never smoke seven grams of crack (in a sitting, at
least). He's got the devil on his shoulder, just like we
all do; it's just that he listens to his. And that tension
between the closeness and the distance (prostitutes,
cocaine, tiger blood) is what makes him so compelling.
I don't necessarily approve of what Charlie Sheen
does with his life, but then again, I think the choices
are still his to make and remain none of our business.
But I think the fascination that surrounds his situation has more to say about us than it does about him.
We need to start asking ourselves why these people's
troubles become so important to us.

RA

I hate getting splashed by cars while walking to class.
It's stupid how Chick-Fil-A makes you drive around
twice.
I love when my idiot friends knock on my window for
10 minutes straight at five in the morning.
Swing the bat.
InDesign sucks and won't give me
measurements!
Two-day exams are cruel.
I hate people who hold hands while walking to class.
I hate how Parking Services makes me pay a
ridiculous amount for parking in certain places.
Never date a girl with two first names.
Why don't the fries fit into the ketchup containers?
Die, quantum. Die.

Want to rant?
Send your rants to
letters@TheTiger
News.com.

NICK ROTH is a junior majoring in English. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Welcome home to The Woodlands
of Clem son!
ml

•
•
•
•
•

2,3, and 4 bedroom condos available
Pet-friendly condos available
3 pools (Largest in Clemson!)
Basketball and volleyball courts
On the CAT Bus route

Fitness Center
Billiards Room
24-seat movie theater

Giving away iPod Touches, gift cards, and flat
screen TVs as a way of saying thank you for
making The Woodlands your home!

c>
**#»?

www.wooaianasmanagement.com
Leasing: 864.654.3004
We invite you to come in
for a tour today!

ACC Tournament Preview
SECTION

Women's basketball: Qemson finishes first season under Itoro Coleman. Page C4
Bubble Watch: ACC Tournament is last chance for bubble teams. Page C7
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WE'RE ON THE WEB!
www.thetigernews.com
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Tigers knock ofM/irginia Tech

Friday 3/11-13
Virginia @ 4 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Wednesday 3/16
Presbyterian College
@ 7 p.m.
Greenville, S.C.
Friday 3/18
Duke @ 6:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

Saturday 3/12
Charleston (W. Va.)
Clemson, S.C.

a.m.

Friday 3/18
Florida Atlantic @ 1 p.m.
Boca Raton, Fla.

• Clemson downs Hokies to grab No. 4 seed in
I
ACC Tournament
KEVIN THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

fc

TRACK&FIELD
Saturday 3/11-12
NCAA Championship
All Day
College Station, Texas

P WOMEN'S TENNIS
Friday 3/11
USF @ 2 p.m.
Tampa, Fla.
Sunday 3/13
Florida State @ Noon
Tallahassee, Fla.

After Clemson's basketball game on Saturday
against Virginia Tech, Senior guard Demontez
Stitt revealed that before Coach Brad Brownell was
hired, he "contemplated leaving." But now with all
the Tigers have accomplished this season, he's sure
glad he didn't.
"It was a tough time," Stitt said. "Especially
with the coach leaving, not really notifying players.
When players make the decision to come to schools,
coaches are a big part of that. When things change,
it's hard to deal with change. But I talked to Coach,
and I put all my trust in him, and he put his trust
in me."
Stitt went on to say, "Coach Brownell made me
comfortable with the new system he was going to

put in and that he was big on senior leadership. It's
been a great year for me. I'm glad I stayed." And Tiger fans are glad he stayed as well. Stitt poured in 15
points, grabbed five rebounds and dished out five
assists as he helped Clemson (20-10, 9-7 ACC) to a
69-60 victory on Senior Day over the visiting Hokies (19-10, 9-7 ACC). The win gave Clemson the
No. 4 seed in the ACC Tournament and the sixth
straight season of at least 20 wins for the program.
Clemson came out of the gates on fire and playing like a team who wanted to get off the NCAA
Tournament bubble. Even though it was Senior
Day, it was sophomore Devin Booker who came up
big early for the Tigers.
Booker scored nine points early in the game and
helped Clemson jump out to a 17-6 lead. The Hokies started the game in a 2-3 zone, and the Tigers
responded by hitting three 3-pointers to take the
early lead.

However, Virginia Tech responded and cut
Clemson's lead to 25-21 before Tanner Smith answered back with a dunk off a baseline give-and-go
with Jerai Grant.
A few possessions later, the Tigers made another
big play when Stitt connected on an alley-oop with
Bryan Narcisse that really got the crowd into the
game. Then when Zavier Anderson drew a charge
on the very next Hokies possession, the noise in
Littlejohn Coliseum was deafening. The two teams
traded baskets the rest of the half, and Clemson led
34-30 at the break.
The Tigers got the second half kicked off with a
monster slam from the baseline that resulted in the
posterization of Terrell Bell by Booker off a nice pass
from Grant. Booker's tomahawk jam brought back
memories of his brother Trevor from years past.

Cocks trip Tigers amid
controversy
South Carolina takes
two of three from
Clemson with "hot" bats

BASEBALL
3/4 • South Carolina
Tigers 3-6 Gamecocks
3/6 • South Carolina
Tigers 10-5 Gamecocks
3/8 • South Carolina
Tigers 4-5 Gamecocks

MEN'S BASKETBALL
1

Virginia Tech
Tigers 69-60 Hokies

LADIES' BASKETBALL
3/3 • North Carolina
Tigers 64-78 Tarheels

see TIGERS page C5

Life
without
the NFL

BRETT MILLS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In a series marked by controversy and verbal spats,
the Clemson baseball team stumbled against bitter rival South Carolina, taking just one of three games.
In game one at Carolina Stadium in Columbia,
S.C, on Friday, Brady Thomas, Christian Walker and
Scott Wingo each hit a two-run homer to lift the defending national champion Gamecocks to a 6-3 win
over the Tigers.
Clemson jumped ahead early when they scored three
runs in the second inning on the strength of Phil Pohl's
two-run double and Jason Stolz's run-scoring single.
But that success proved to be an anomaly, as Clemson
went scoreless for the next four innings when the leadoff man reached base. Michael Roth pitched seven stellar innings to earn the win while Matt Price recorded
the save with 1 2/3 perfect innings.
However, suspicion arose among Clemson players
and coaches when Tiger catcher Spencer Kieboom
grabbed the Gamecock bats to toss them aside after
each of the three home runs and found them hot to the
touch. In this new era of composite bats in baseball,
heating the bat significantly increases its "pop," as the
metal becomes more pliable and is able to spring back
and launch the ball further. Consequently, the NCAA
has deemed this practice of heating in college baseball
. illegal.
,,.
.......
.Clemson's misgivings boiled over in game two at

Jason Stolz went 3-for-S with a run scored in Clemson's
10-5 win over South Carolina on Sunday.
Doug Kingsmore Stadium in Clemson, S.C, on Sunday when Gamecock batter Jackie Bradley smashed a
solo homer out of the park in the first inning. Almost

iViV*iVji(

see

BASEBALL/rag^CXvl'

As the shortest month of the year
disappears into the rear view and
March appears over the horizon, there
is definitely no shortage of things to
talk about in the sports world.
The tension in the college basketball world has reached a fever pitch
with only the conference tournaments
separating us from true March Madness. Professional basketball is starting to separate the pretenders from
the contenders with more and more
players joining forces to create powerhouse teams. The MLB season is right
around the corner as spring training
has bloomed with veterans and rookies fighting for redemption and roster
spots. Even soccer has provided great
storylines as the EPL reaches "squeaky
bum time" with 10 matches left to decide who will be on top and who will
stay up.
And yet, what has ESPN continued
to cover with reckless abandon with
all of these great seasons either dawnsee NFL page C8
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immediately, Clemson coach Jack Leggett left his team's dugout and asked to inspect Bradley's bat, but neither he nor the
umpire could find anything suspect about it.
South Carolina tacked on four more runs in the seventh inning and held a narrow 5-4 lead going into the bottom of the
eighth. At that point, Clemson's offense finally hit its stride.
The Tigers ripped off six runs on six hits. Jeff Schaus laced
an RBI double to right-center field to score Brad Miller, Will
Lamb scored three more with a single to right-center, and
freshman Jonathon McGibbon rounded up the offensive outburst with a double to left-center that scored Lamb.
For McGibbon, it was a stellar introduction to one of college
baseball's fiercest rivalries.
"I really wasn't trying to do too much," he said. "Today
made me realize what it's like playing USC and how intense it
is. It was awesome."
Joseph Moorefield earned his first career win, pitching two
scoreless innings with two strikeouts to close out the game.
Six Gamecock pitchers combined for eight walks, and South
Carolina committed four errors as it suffered its first loss of
the season.
Lamb added insult to injury after the win with his postgame
comments on Gamecock starting pitcher Ty Webb, who lasted
just three innings in the loss.
"We got that two-run inning off Webb, and we kind of rattled him," Lamb said. "We knew he was kind of a soft kid. He
pitched well but gave up a few more hits, and he was rattled."
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Gamecock pitcher Michael Roth took exception to Lamb's
remarks.
"It doesn't matter who it is about," he said via Twitter. "You
call one of us out, you call all of us out."
The bad blood on both sides continued through game three
at Fluor Field in Greenville, S.C., on Tuesday night, where
South Carolina withstood a ninth-inning rally by Clemson to
hold on for a 5-4 win.
Forrest Koumas earned the win for the Gamecocks despite
yielding three hits, three earned runs and one walk in 2 1/3
innings pitched while relief pitcher Alex Frederick suffered the
loss for the Tigers by allowing three runs on two hits in just a
third of an inning.
The unfortunate result overshadows an otherwise stellar performance by Clemson starter David Haselden, who pitched a
career-best six scoreless innings and struck out five Gamecock
batters.
Clemson clung to a 1-0 lead going into the seventh inning when South Carolina's bats came to life. Peter Mooney
bounced an infield single off the glove of Tiger first baseman
Richie Shaffer at first to score Christian Walker, and pinchhitter Jake Williams then came off the bench to belt a threerun homer over the Green Monster in left field, giving the
Gamecocks a 4-1 lead.
South Carolina added a crucial insurance run in the eighth,
which proved to be just enough of a cushion to hold off Clemson's furious ninth-inning flurry. Miller laced a leadoff single to left, and Schaus followed with a single to center. After
Gamecock closer Matt Price walked Schaffer to load the bases,

John Hinson lined an RBI single to left to score Miller. Kieboom followed that by grounding into a double play, but Lamb
then scored Schaffer with a two-out triple. With the tying run
on third, Price regained his composure to strike out the pinchhitter McGibbon.
Mental mistakes and missed opportunities plagued the Tigers in this rubber match defeat. They hit into three double
p[ayS — including Kieboom's crucial one in the ninth — and
were caught stealing twice.
Schaffer, who also had a solo homer in the fourth inning,
said Clemson needed a timely hit and just couldn't get one in
either of its two losses.
"These are two passionate teams, and both want to win," he
said. "These are two good ball teams going up against one another. There are always going to be bumps along the road. All
weekend we played well, and we were never out of any game.
We hit well, we pitched well, and we played good defense. We
just needed a timely hit here and there to take these games. We
did what we needed to do but came up short."
"It's a rivalry, and both teams are competitive and have a lot
of pride in what they are doing," Jack Leggett said. "We are
both playing pretty good baseball, and we will go on from here
and try to make this a good season and end up where we want
to end up. My job is to try and get us ready to play Virginia
this weekend."
Clemson fell to 7-3 on the season but still remains in the top
10 of most college baseball polls. The Tigers return to action
this weekend as they play host to No. 6 Virginia in a threegame series at Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
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Clemson catcher Spencer Kieboom chases a passed ball against South
Carolina. Kieboom hit .400 in the three-game series against South Carolina.
Clemson shortstop Brad Miller slides home to score one of Clemson's 10 runs against South Carolina on Sunday. The
10-5 win was Clemson's only one in the three-game series against the Gamecocks.
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I he ACC tournament has a certain luster chat is
matched by any other conference tournament. Its hard to pur
your linger on why ii is so special, Inn if you've b
enough to attend .in A('(.'. Tournament, you know :
AC( fans can expect another exciting weekend
ourney
goes back to iis roots in Greensboro, N.C., this year. Here's
everything you need to know about this year's tournament.
Best Player: Nolan Smith, Duke
Smith is the obvious chi
•' I Player of the Ye
tei i stellar senior season in which he led the conference in
scoring and was second in assists. He is nearly impossible to
guard and has single-handedly won games tor the Blue 1 I
this year. Dukes ancillary players are nothing to scofl at, but

im the N< \.\ lourtemed
a Bosi back
perfortk this sea i

Best first round matchup: No. B\
The I

Miami
V< ■< and
H
■ love
hots.
No. 1 seed North < irolina close

Both i

> game

Best storyline: I he Bubble
1
on, Boston t
md Virginia leeh ha
themselves at home on the bubble, but tl
• earn their way to the Big Dance this weekend. The I tgles and Hokies need to win their opening round
games MTA probable at least another game to feel any me
of confidence. A win in its >te>
te (likely against
Bo ton < ollege would probably lie enough for Clei
feel comfortable.

. ill get .111-

First round upset: No. 10 N.C Stai

land
ng away their N<
to end the season.
. and wants

Best Coach: Mike Krzyzewski, Duke
The Blue Devils have won nine of the last 12 ACC tournament championships under Coach K's leadership. Sa\ what
you will about the super-villain oi the
rice, but he
knows how to win games in the tournament.
Player with something to prove: Demonte V:
Stitt has been to the NCAA Tournament every year i I
career, but Clemson's senior guard has neve; I
focal point. Now he is. and he wants to show the n
he e.tn be the leader that gets the I igers to the Big P.;:-...
Coach with something to prove: Seth i ireenberg

Clem
ders on the pet
would likely get a shot at North Carolina for a mu<

I

:

State fresh. pear in
show up in this

N

Best possible second round matchup: No. 1 < lemson vs.
;
.
This is the ultimate bubble gai e, it which the .'.inner
bid and the loser is

emson won the
matchup ~_-(>v>. but Boston ( ollege is
s can't match the
2;gk |ac «
use problems for

11

Dark horse: ' leorgia leeh
It seems like every year a lower-seeded team makes an inexplicable run in the A< ( Tournament. Georgia leeh has won
its last two games and has nothing to lose in Greensboi
first-round opponent. Virginia lech, has everything to
and might be playing with nerves rather than confidence. I he
Yellow [ackets have enough talent to spur an upset here, and
they would then face a Florida State team without its best
player in the second round.
The winner: North Carolina
The far Heels are the most complete team in the conference, and they haven't lost since Feb. 9. They have the best
frontcourt in the conference with Tyler Zeller and John Henind freshmen Harrison Barnes and Kendall Marshall are
finally putting it all together. North Carolina would likely
taee Duke in the championship game, and the Tar Heeiply have too much in the post tor the Blue Devils to hai

dsaas

1 NORTH CAROLINA

1 NORTH CAROLINA

8 VIRGINIA
8VIRGINIA

1 NORTH CAROLINA

9 MIAMI
4 CLEMSON

4 CLEMSON

5 BOSTON COLLEGE
BOSTON COLLEGE

1 NORTH CAROLINA

12 WAKE FOREST

2 DUKE

2 DUKE

7 MARYLAND
10 NC STATE

2 DUKE

10 NC STATE
3 FLORIDA STATE

3 FLORIDA STATE

6 VIRGINIA TECH
6 VIRGINIA TECH
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Lady Tigers make strides under

ii

SAMANTHA STRAUSS
i oach itoro i oleman s return to *. lemson recharged the women s bas>all program in a waj thai only a two-time ACC Champion alumna
could. Since her hiring, Coleman has worked non-stop meeting stunors. Ineiu.s and suppo
he 1 ad) 1 igei s sta
son sirons; wuh .1 l-i~> \ieior\
I NC Git ensboro
1 aooui our first win, head coach lu
ne .1 great job preparing the team in 11
bsence. 1
houglii our POM pl.n realh set ihi lone lor u
1 Pauldo
had a career high, and the guards did a good job of getting her the ball.
uid half,
hall. Greensboro
Grc
In the second
did .1 good job of turning up the pres
sure, and the> w ere t;*.-11111 ^ .1 loi ol deflei tions. We kepi our composure
down the stretch and were able to gel the win. We are definitely 1101
10 be,
h but I .im proud ol the t.iei thai we compet< d."
w here we need to
Kirstyn Wright's 29 points against Charleston Southern were tied for
the most by an) ACC] player this season and were the most points b\
any Clemson playei since the 2008 09 season, I he I ad\ figers beat
Charleston Southern, S^ 5 !
(. omingoff wins over I NC Greensboro and Charleston Southern, the
Lady 1 igers first true test was against South Carolina. The Gamecocks
beat Clemson, "3 59.
After losing to the Gamecocks, the Indiana Hoosiers robbed Clemson
ol its 350th all-time win in 1 ittlejohn Coliseum, 65-51.
I he Clemson Lady figers moved on to play Presbyterian and won.
P _ on the
i lie season.
season
61-49. Clemson improved too 6-2
1 he tough task
ta
Clemson had the
ol opening with No. 2 Baylor .11 the
lshine Shootout
fo rnameni in the Bahamas.
Panamas, Baylor's
havli
Sunshine
Shootom rburnament
(11-1) stifling
defense and impressive three point shooting goi the best ot I .ulv Rgers
as the Bears won. 82
82- id.
IO.
fhe
I he Lady
1 ady figers then fell, 75-54, to the No. 18 Georgetown IHoya
loyas.
\\ right led Clemson with 1 _ points while senior Sthefanv
Sthefany fhomas
rhomas .ukle
added
13.
I hev snapped their six-game losing streak with .1
-71 win over
North Carolina A&T it--). The Lady figers. now 7-8, shot .1 seasonhigh 51.9 percent.
( oleman earned her first ACC win as she led Clemson to .in exhilarating -6-_ 1 win .11 N.C. State. The Lady Tigers got 23 points from

** 2 and 4 bedroom furnished
apartments
■ Private bathrooms available
ffi

In-unit laundry, dishwasher
Internet, cable TV & water incl.

864.271.7800

1 bonus in i he contest.
Georgia lech then outlastedClemso
64-53. Freshman Kelia Shelton scorec
ills, live rebound

Shortly thereafter, Clemson
to the Miami Hurricanes, 77-48.
flu- 1 ,ul\ risers goi back on
track by winning their second ACC
road game of the season, 77 73. in
overtime against Wake forest, fhe
1 ad) I igers shoi .1 si ison high 5 1
percent from the floor, including
17 of-28 in the second half and
overtime.
Puke used .1 2 1 0 first lull'run to
open up .1 big lead in defeating the
Clemson I .ulv Rgers, 92 37. fhomas
became the l-i\d pi.per in Clemson
history to record 1.000 career points
when she hit .1 left-wing three in the see
ond half.
Right after losing to Puke, ["he Lady
Rgers rook down Virginia, 84 74, snapping their seven-game losing streak.
The I .ulv figers then went downhill, losing
to Boston College (78-49) and North Carolina
(60-47) and falling to 10-15 and 3-7 in ACC play.
They followed up with losses to Virginia Tech (6856) and Wake forest (86-6 1).
The Clemson Lady figers ended the regular season
with .1 67-50 loss to Florida State. Clemson (10-19, 3-1 1
ACC) entered the ACC lournament as the No. 1 I seed and
lost 78-64 to the North Carolina. The Lady Tigers closed the
2010-11 season with a 10-20 mark overall.

Fitness and weight training
center
Wi-Fi cafe and coffee bar
■ Game room, tanning bedI

■ CAT bus with front-door
pickup

ReserveAtClemson.com
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TIGERS from page Cl
Clemson went on a 20-11 run after
the Booker dunk, and they stretched
the lead to 59-44. The run was capped
off by Smith's dunk on a fast break,
which brought the crowd to its feet.
Virginia Tech would not go quietly
though, and they cut the Tiger lead
down to seven at 61-54 after the Hokies' star guard Malcolm Delaney hit
two free throws, then stole the ensuing inbounds pass and buried a three.
After the Hokie spurt, it was only fitting that the Clemson seniors would
make some big plays to seal the deal,
and they most certainly did.
First came Stitt, who went one-onone with Delaney and took him to the
rack for a lay-in that would extend the
lead back to nine. Then it was Grant's
turn.
Virginia Tech's Manny Atkins
went in for a lay-up that would have
trimmed the lead to five, but Grant
had other plans. Grant said "hold on
young fella" and came from the weak
side for a monster block. Grant also
came down with the rebound and that
all but sealed the Clemson victory.
Stitt and Grant exited the game in
the waning seconds to a standing ovation from the Clemson fans. The Tigers held on to win, 69-60, and took
a big step toward gaining a NCAA
Tournament berth. Grant finished
with 17 points, nine rebounds and
four blocks in his last home game.
Booker chipped in 14 points, and Andre Young scored 11 points and had
six assists while also connecting on
three 3-pointers.
"Certainly it was a great win for our
guys," Coach Brownell said about the
victory. "I'm happy for our seniors.
Those guys are always special, but it's
challenging sometimes to battle your
emotions and play well, especially
with the added significance of it being for fourth place in the league and
a chance to keep our NCAA hopes
alive. I thought we played pretty well.

Jerai Grant led the Tigers with 17 points and
nine rebounds on his senior day.
Defensively, I thought we were outstanding. Offensively, we had some
turnovers that bother you, but we did
execute."
Brownell also had a few thoughts
on his team's NCAA Tournament
chance. "I certainly think we've played
pretty doggone well here. I know
that all the games in November and
December count too, and those are
some of the ones that are hurting us.
We're completely different now than
we were. All those games where you
evaluate yourself against other teams
in other leagues, all that has been over
for six or eight weeks, so it's hard for
your leagues to move or change. But
we're playing pretty well, and we have
a pretty competitive group."
Clemson's next game will be this
Friday in the quarterfinals of the ACC
Tournament. The Tigers will play the
winner of the Boston College/Wake
Forest game played on Thursday. The
Tigers' game will begin at 2 p.m. and
will be televised on ESPN2.

Tanner Smith skies in for a baseline dunk. Smith had
eight points and five rebounds against the Hokies.

L

.

Devin Booker throws one down over Virginia
Tech's Terrell Bell in the second half.

Brad Brownell and the Clemson bench react to Devin Booker's thunderous second-half dunk against Virginia Tech.

National Nutrition Month®
Health a Nutrition Fair
Learn to... Eat Right. With Color.
right.
UftH COIJOK
American Dietetic Awociatton

Wednesday, March 30th
11:00 am -1:00 p.m.
Hendrix Center Atrium

Brought to you by CLEMSON
DINING SERVICES
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CLEMSON GOLF TEAM
FINISHES SIXTH IN AIKEN
WYATT STEPHENS
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson golf team finished sixth this past week as they
competed in the USCA Cleveland Classic hosted by USC Aiken.
The event, which was held over two days, called for teams to
play 36 holes in the first round of play.
The Tigers are at the season's midway point and have finished in the top 10 in all tournaments they have played this
season. The Tigers have found a way to produce low individual
rounds, as at least one Tiger has posted a top-15 finish in the
three tournaments played.
Much of this can be attributed to sophomore Crawford
Reeves and junior Jacob Burger, as both Reeves and Burger
finished in the top 15 at the Cleveland Classic. Reeves placed
fifth overall, shooting 69-69-74, two-over par, while Burger
placed 11th with a collective score of 73-70-71.
"They have done a really good job at stepping their games
up," head coach Larry Penley said. "Crawford is getting better
everyday. He is getting more confident, and Jacob is a tough
competitor. His ball striking is finally coming around," Penley
said.
Reeves' fifth-place finish is the second best of his career with

the Tigers, as he posted a fourth-place finish last year at the
Furman Invitational.
"I got off to a bad start. I was three-over through about five
or six holes, and then I made four birdies coming in," Reeves
said. "When you play a 36-hole day, you just keep going until
the next round and never stop, so I kind of rode that momentum over to the second round."
Freshman Thomas Bradshaw made his debut as a Tiger,
posting scores of 72-77-78. Bradshaw played as an individual,
and the Tigers used his first round even-par score to save them
three shots.
"I was very excited. I was ready to get out there and show
how hard I have been working," Bradshaw said. Bradshaw, a
native from Columbia, S.C., won an event in the American
Junior Golf Association, a national association comprised of
all the top junior golfers. Bradshaw said that mark in his career allowed him to build up confidence before coming into
Clemson.
"That gave me tremendous confidence coming into Clemson,
knowing that I beat some great players," he said.
Though Bradshaw did not produce low scores for the final
two rounds, Coach Penley said that he did see a lot in the
young freshman. "You can tell he is competing hard. He is a
way better player than that. I have a lot of confidence in him,

and he is certainly going to get better," Penley said.
The team reached out to the freshman, telling him to have
fun during his first tournament. "[We] told him that we all
have confidence in him and how well he can play, and he shot
a 72 in the first round, which was big," Reeves said.
Junior McCuen Elmore collectively shot rounds of 71-76-74
for a 30th-place overall finish while sophomore Corbin Mills
shot 75-71-79, finishing 46th.
Alabama's Bud Cauley went on to post the lowest individual
score of nine-under. Alabama won the event, posting a winning score of nine-over-par.
The Tigers will be traveling to familiar grounds as they head
to the Furman Invitational next week. Last year Clemson won
the event with a winning score of one-over-par.
That victory marked Penley's 60th career tournament win
as head coach. Five Tigers placed within the top 10, three of
whom are still on the current roster. With a sense of familiarity
with the course, the Tigers expect to produce the same result
as last year.
"We always go into a tournament with the mindset of winning it, especially there [Furman] where we have had success.
It's a course that we are all familiar with," Reeves said.
The team will have one more tournament in Augusta, Ga.,
before heading to the ACC tournament in North Carolina.

864-654-1673 • ChimneyRidgeCU.com
202 Smoke Rise Dr. • Clemson, SC
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BUBBLE WATCH

AUSTIN FINLEY

GRAPHICS BY STEPHANE REY

STAFF WRITER

ART DIRECTOR

The regular season is over, and the ACC Tournament is looming large. Florida State (21-9,
11-5 ACC) joined North Carolina and Duke as a lock for the tournament following a win over
N.C. State. Clemson and Boston College both sported huge wins over a Virginia Tech team

Virginia Tech (19-10,9-7 ACC)

Clemson (20-10,9-7 ACC)

®

that is now in serious trouble. Depending on what happens this weekend in Greensboro, N.C.
the ACC could get anywhere from four to six teams in the tournament.

RPL59
SOS: 75
The Tigers locked up a first-round bye in the ACC tournament and took a huge step towards securing a school-record
fourth straight NCAA tournament bid with a huge win over
fellow bubble team Virginia Tech last Saturday. The win gave
the Tigers their 20th win of the season and a winning record in
conference play, both of which are generally considered benchmarks for teams looking to make the Big Dance. The seasong
ending win put the Tigers on the right side of the bubble and
should put them in the tournament, but Clemson needs to
win its first game in the ACC tournament in order to remove
all doubt and ensure a bid. Clemson, the No. 4 seed, will play
the winner of the Boston College/Wake Forest game. The Tigers played both teams once each in the regular season, winning both games.
fl

RPLjjfofl^
SOS: 88
A win over No. 1 Duke on Feb. 26 sparked a huge celebration in Blacksburg, Va. Aftet years of falling just short of the Big
Dance, Virginia Tech thought they had finally gotten ovet the
hump, but the Hokies followed theit big win with consecutive
losses to Boston College and Clemson. VitginiaTech probably
celebrated a bit too much after the win over Duke. They played
uninspired ball in a home loss on Senior Night to Boston College and trailed all 40 minutes in a loss at Clemson. The consecutive losses to close out the regular season put the Hokies
in an unwanted yet familiar position of likely being one of the
first teams out come Selection Sunday. Virginia Tech, the No.
6 seed, will need to beat Geotgia Tech on Thursday to have any
chance at making the tournament. A win ovet the Jackets will
give the Hokies a chance at notching a tournament-clinching
win against Florida State. If the Hokies lose, however, they will
find themselves once again sweating it out on Selection Sunday.

Boston College (19-11,9-7 ACC)
RPI:44
SOS: 28
Just two weeks ago, Boston College was only 6ference and a likely NTT candidate, but the Eagles finished
the season on a three-game winning streak, putting them
squarely back in the bubble. The Eagles were dominant in all
three games, beating Virginia by 19, Virginia Tech by 15 and
Wake Forest by 16. Boston College finished the season Sunday with a win ovet Wake and, oddly enough, will play the
Demon Deacons again Thursday afternoon in Greensboro.
Another win over the lowly Deacons sets up a rematch with
Clemson, a team that defeated the Eagles back in February.
Boston College is currently on the very edge of the bubble. A
loss to Clemson will leave the Eagles' tournament fate solely
in the hands of the selection committee. The Eagles need to
defeat the Tigers in order ro ensure themselves a spot in the
>ance.

Maryland (18-13,7-9)
RPI:100
SOS: 76
The Terrapins, who finished the season on a three-game losing streak, are likely headed to the NIT. Gary Williams' club
would have to make a miraculous run in the ACC tournament
to have any shot at the Big Dance.

THIS SPACE COULD
BE YOURS!
To advertise with us, contact Jordan at
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Contra Dance at Clemson/
Friday, March 11
Join us for Fun, Music,
and Dancing!
No experience
Necessary!
Where:

Palmetto
Ballroom
In the Student Union

Time:
Beginner Lesson:
7:30 p.m.
Dance: 8:00-10:45
p.m.

$5 for students
$8 for non-students

Hosted by Clemson Contra Club
L _

NEW LOCATION OPENING IN
FEBRUARY ON HWY. 93
next to Gold's Gym!!
Muscle or joint pain slowing your
performance? Running not quite up to par?
We specialize in running and sports
performance enhancement, as well as
treatment of orthopaedic injuries:
• Muscle Strains & Joint Sprains
• Running Analysis
• Running Related Ankle, Knee,
Hip Pain/Instability
• Custom Foot Orthotics to Address Foot &
Arch Impairments
• Hand Therapy & Custom Splinting|
• Aquatic Therapy

Heather Cumbie, PT, ATC
Director of Physical Therapy
Hwy. 93 Location
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NFL from page CJ
ing or coming down to the wire? The
National Football League and its labor (dis)agreements and the impending NFL draft. And by impending,
we, of course, mean seven weeks away
at publication.
ESPN's insistence that the NFL is
a yearlong sport is one of the most
frustrating things about the "worldwide leader in sports." From the daily
coverage of the NFL collective bargaining agreements that always can
be summed up with "We think they
are still far apart, but honestly we
have been told nothing new," to Mel
Kiper and Todd McShay giving us
the top five undrafted free agent long
snappers, to Ed Werder standing on
Brett Favre's lawn to report that No.
4 bought a rain jacket, so he could
be looking at a return with the Seattle
Seahawks, to summertime NFL Live
shows that ask which other athletes
could also be good at football, to
coverage of minicamps, to coverage
of rookie camps, to coverage of training camps, to Mike and Mike's TwoA-Days right in the heat of baseball
season and on and on. When football
finally starts, they all exclaim how
much they missed it when in reality
they talked about it so much that it's
like it never left.
The National Football League is
definitely the most popular sporting
league in our country — there is no
denying that. But is it really so popular that we have to postpone all cover-

age of other sports until we squeeze
the NFL toothpaste tube that one
last time? It really makes you wonder
what will happen if the NFL Players'
Association and the NFL owners cannot bridge this "insurmountable" gap
between how to slice up this $9 billion revenue pie.
On SportsCenter every morning,
ESPN has been asking its countless
NFL analysts the top five things they
will miss about the NFL if there is no
season next year. All five reasons are
generally some form of "games, fans,
tailgating, games, game day, Peyton
Manning and/or games," but all of
them continue to mention that they
may not get a paycheck from ESPN.
First off, 80 percent of these analysts are former NFL players and
coaches, so the thought of them missing a couple paychecks doesn't exactly
cut into anybody's sleep. Second, it
might be worth an NFL lockout just
to see what they have to do to make
ends meet. Visualizing Mel Kiper
walking into a pawn shop to sell his
Big Board, realizing it's not enough
and taking off his wig to pawn that
as well; John Clayton applying for a
stand-in position on "The Hobbit"
("Think of the money you'll save
on CGI!"); and Ron Jaworski standing under an overpass in the pouring
rain with a sign reading "Will Break
Down Film For Food" has to be close
to the enjoyment gained from playing
fantasy football.
What would become of the sporting world should the lockout go
ahead? Well, for a portion of the die-
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hard NFL fans, it would mean a fall
without football, but maybe it would
mean a season of increased exposure
for college football. Simple economics says that should the price of a
normal good increase, the consumption of an inferior good will increase,
and that's exactly what would happen
with the thick-skulled NFL fans who
really think that college football is a
far inferior form of football. Maybe
then talking heads like Mike and
Mike will realize that good college
football exists outside of South Bend,
Ind., and that the passionate fans of
the NFL don't hold a candle to the
alumni and students that fill Southern stadiums week in and week out.
Another thing that will get a ratings boost is the Major League Baseball playoffs. Used by some to fill the
summer months until the pigskin
starts flying, baseball has had trouble
in recent years going toe-to-toe with
early-season NFL games during the
height of the October playoffs, causing playoff series to dance around
viewing competition. Not having
to fear that, Major League Baseball
could schedule more sensible series
that don't give so much of an advan-

tage to pitching staffs with one or
two great pitchers. People, sometimes
rightfully, knock baseball for too
many games, games that drag on and
low excitement, but the intensity of
the playoffs could bring fans back to
America's pastime.
The most extreme thought that
could come of an NFL Lockout is a
possible toehold for soccer in America. With the climax of Major League
Soccer and the beginning of foreign
leagues, sporting fans may fill their
newly-vacated timeslots with some
true football. The biggest obstacle
facing soccer in America is that so
many fans already have too many
sports to follow, but the loss of the
NFL could open up some Sundays
and some DVR space for this beautiful game to continue to grow in
popularity.
Before the letters start flying in, no
one is really rooting for the NFL to
abandon the 2011 season. There are
plenty of things to enjoy and embrace
about pro football, including whiteknuckle finishes, fantasy football and
an excuse to skip church for some
tailgating. What is arguable is the
magnitude of these labor agreements

on the sporting world. ESPN seems
to think it is a 9.5 pile driver of an
earthquake, but in reality, the average magnitude is about a three, with
some experiencing the devastation
and others registering a paperback
book falling off a coffee table.
ESPN probably accounts for more
people getting into sports than the
realization that they can watch less
news about the world falling to pieces
and that cheerleaders dig athletes.
However, everything other than live
events, 30 for 30, College Gameday
and the Scott Van Pelt Show is approaching unwatchable due to overcoverage of the NFL and other select
sensationalized stories (cough-The
Decision-cough). To win back the
support of true sports fans, ESPN is
going to have to put the focus back
on the actual games and highlights
instead of things outside the lines.
Unfortunately, another economics
term comes into the fray and explains
why it never will, because ESPN
truly holds 50 cards out of the deck:
monopoly. We have nowhere else to
turn, so it would only take something
drastic to get them to change. An
NFL lockout, perhaps.
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EGG DONORS NEEDED
The Reproductive Biology Egg Bank is seeking women between the ages of 21 and 30
who would like to donate their eggs to infertile couples who otherwise could not conceive.
Your donation is completely anonymous and compensation of $6000 - $8000 will be paid
for your valuable time.
The advantages of donating to the RBA Egg Bank include:
• Quicker compensation, as no matching is needed
• Donation done at your convenience; no recipient coordination required
• Increased compensation with additional donations
• Decrease in cost for recipients, allowing more women to utilize this technology who
otherwise could not
For more information about our EGG DONATION PROGRAM call 404-843-0579 or visit our
website at www.rba-online.com.
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New hope. New life.
Reproductive Biology Associates
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NEW HOPE. NEW LIEE.

1150 Lake Hearn Drive, Suite 400 • Atlanta, GA 30342
404.257.1900 / 888.722.4483
www. rba-online.com

INSIDE: Your daily Clemson specials, D5
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Samurai Express, D4
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disclosure:

I

However, I brought along an avid Starbucks

coffee

rabid

fan to help me balance my own perspective.
Upon walking in I was reminded why I

(but accurately) as sinking "into
perfected bliss of espresso."

Starbucks'

preferred local shops to chain stores. Starbucks
was not homey; there were fewer places to sit

international corporation, so I walked into

than at Moe Joe's and the stiff wooden chairs

the establishment and felt biased already.

were closer together, which left me feeling

actually enjoying Starbucks coffee;
however, the venue wasn't terribly

crammed near other guests.

inviting or conducive to studying.

myself

Starbucks

have
as

hater.

a
I

supporting

local

shops

than

rather

D

SPENCER l/OHN

always

counted

SECTION

prefer
coffee

However, the service was quicker than

experience

laughably

the velvety luscious taste of the
I was astonished to find myself

Because of the cramped space, I

I had experienced at Moe Joe's, although

found myself overwhelmed by the

impersonal. I ordered my standard 12-ounce

conversations of students and the

hazelnut latte and was pleasantly surprised.
The latte was smooth and creamy but not too

neighboring tables and thus unable
to focus on my homework. Despite

sweet. The latte I had at Moe Joe's was much
more sugary, but at Starbucks I was actually

the delicious coffee, I found myself
uncomfortable and distracted in the

able to taste the espresso and did not find my
drink overwhelmed by syrup.

corporate setting.
Starbucks receives an 8 out of 10 for

My friend ordered a decaf Americano

excellent coffee and timely service, yet it

(espresso and hot water) and described her

might not be the best place to relax.

REVIEWS
BEADyEYE, "DFFERBSnrGFAFlSniSPEEDINIG"
JACOB U/EBB
time of their breakup, Oasis were coming off two of their best records

It's always interesting to see where a band goes when it loses one

Is Love," and even the best songs are a little too indebted to pioneering

of its key members, and on Beady Eye's debut album, "Different Gear,

acts of the '60s, like The Beades and The Rolling Stones. Additionally,

(2005's "Don't Believe the Truth" and 2008's "Dig Out Your Soul") in a

Still Speeding," the remaining members of Oasis have produced a

the half-done ballads "For Anyone" and "Kill for a Dream" are among

record that's confident and impressive but nonetheless overshadowed

the weakest tracks any member of Oasis has ever written.
Despite these shortcomings, "Different Gear, Still Speeding" has a

late period renaissance, and as Noel's March 2010 triumphant acoustic
concerts and "Different Gear, Still Speeding" show, both of the brothers

by Noel Gallagher's absence.
In the wake of Noel Gallagher's abrupt departure from Oasis right

Gallagher still have gas in the creative tank. In time, perhaps they can

raw energy that Oasis hasn't had since the mid-90s, and it's Beady Eye's

setde their differences and once again make the incredible music that

before a gig in 2009, lead singer Liam Gallagher announced that he,

best asset Beady Eye is the first time that the other members of Oasis

they're capable of.

along with guitarist Gem Archer, bassist Andy Bell and drummer Chris
Sharrock, would continue making music under a new name. While

have been in the spotlight without Noel to lead them, and "Different
Gear, Still Speeding" is the sound of four men who have everything to

Archer, Bell and the younger Gallagher all had their shots at songwriting

prove and subsequendy haven't been this excited or energized about

by Oasis' end, Noel Gallagher was the one responsible for the vast

making new music in years. Opener "Four Letter Word" and "Bring

majority of Oasis' songbook, including classics like "Wonderwall" and

The Light" are two high-tempo rockers that highlight the new band's

"Champagne Supernova."
The notoriously fervent British music press had speculated for

tight interplay and Liam's best vocals in recent memory.
Beady Eye is inevitably going to be overshadowed by Oasis, but

months what "Oasis without Noel" would sound like, and to no

there's promise in the album's raw energy and fresh performances.

surprise, it sounds exactly like "Oasis without Noel." Out of all the

However, their songs are too heavily indebted to their influences for

members of Oasis, Noel was always the one most in touch with

the album to be anything more than "Oasis without Noel." Beady Eye

modern music (he's collaborated with the Chemical Brothers and

lacks Noel's eloquent songwriting and forward-thinking mindset, and

Kasabian, among others), and the other members' preference for older
music is written all over "Different Gear, Still Speeding." Much like

it's glaringly obvious after two or three songs.
"I'm gonna stand the test of time like Beades and Stones," snarls

Oasis, the album is full of throwbacks to the '60s and 70s, but unlike

Liam on "Beades and Stones." It seems that Dam might have forgotten

his older brother, Liam fails to infuse much of his own originality into

his voice and Noel's songs in Oasis have already crafted a lasting legacy,

the groups songs. While "The Roller" is a fairly well executed mid-

and if "Different Gear, Still Speeding" shows anything, it's that the
notoriously quarrelsome brothers are better as a team than apart. At the

tempo rock song, it shamelessly cribs the chords from "All You Need

WHAT'S
going

Sequoyah Prep
School CD Release
The Channel,
Greenville

8 p.m.

Menomena
The Orange Peel,
Asheville

8 p.m.
$14
SATURDAY

John Mark McMillan
The Channel,
Greenville

7 p.m.

utionnniw

Wizard of Oz
Brooks Center

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
$35 adults/$20 students

Print & Drawing
Exhibition: "Place'
Lee Gallery

9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
FREE

THURSDAY

MARCH

D2

MARCH

11,2011

0

tt

$345

Price includes: water, internet and cable
Find us on the web www.uvclemson.com or Friend us on Facebook as University Village Clemson
F.

103 University Village Dr Central, SC 29630
P: 864-639-5728 F: 864-639-5729

Q (>*Allj)rices are subject to change.
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Taurus
April 21 - May 20
Switch up your routine this
Thursday.

MB

Be generous with your money this
week in order to receive good luck.

^ Better safe than sorry, right?

u

Scorpio
Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Nov. 22 - Dec. 2 /

Marsh of mystery
Very softly
Biblical garden
Treater's words
Small drum
Bust maker
Dispatched
Dishonest
Corner

Down
1. Fork feature
2. Mideast gulf
3. Wanting
4. Losers
5. Doo-wop syllable

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
19.
21.
25.
26.

Obtained from milk
Cravat
Lacking slack
Aliens, for short
Director's shout
Overfill
Division of a school
year
Georgetown player
Gray
Filmmaker Riefenstahl
Conductor
Part of a gun

£1

Swallow your pride and apologize
this week.

Cancer
June 22 -July 22

Capricorn
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Who said in 1891, "Nothing that is worth knowing can
be taught?"
What name is given to the science and technology
of space flight?

► Thi:s is not your wieek.

E

Avoid Fike next week. Your
workout schedule can be postponed
in order to delay an awkward
encounter.

Start getting prepared for your big
spring break trip. Stop spending
money on nonessentials and start
saving.

Virgo
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

Pisces
Feb. 20 - March 20

I

This week will be much easier than
the last.

I
'
,
I

Stuffed Eggplant

The Human Adventure Symposium
This project is a series of events to promote understanding of the stereotypes we create
about identity and the ways we can better understand one another.

Ingredients:
4 eggplants
Melting cheese
10.5 oz minced veal
Salt
3.5 oz minced pork meat
Pepper
1 chive
Nutmeg
:
1 can fried tomatoes
Oil
Directions:
Cut the eggplants vertically in half. Empty them,
leaving only the skin (an easy way of doing this is using
a spoon). Chop the pulp in small pieces. Fry the chive
in a pan.
Once the chive is browned, add the eggplant pulp
and cook with the chive. Then add the meat and
cook in the pan.
Lastly, add the tomato and sprinkle in the nutmeg
and pepper. Let the sauce simmer for a little while.
Remove from the flame and stuff the eggplant skins.
Arrange them in a tray and place the melting cheese
on top. Put them in the oven and gratin for a while.

1.

2.
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3.
|

4.
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Join our Comm 495 class as we appear around campus to collect your "I am
" statements about the ways you are falsely identified. Look for our shirts
I but not
around campus during the next two months and then join us on April 27 in Hendrix for
I the culminating event.
I
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We will be hosting a table on the library bridge March 15 where students will be
encouraged to fill in the blanks. Please visit us and fill out a card with your own I am
" statement. Or, cut out the form below and fill it out before!
blft not

I
^<c- - -

47. Falls-jumping fish
49. "The dog ate my
homework," e.g.
50. Wall St. debuts
51. Baseball team
52. Ruin
53. Brit's exclamation
55. Purim month
56. Able was
57. A single time
59. Letters on a Cardinal'.
cap
60. Assn.

3. Who produced and directed the movie "The Color
Purple?"

Aquarius
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

Watch how you handle conflict
this week.

Superior of a monastery
Buy alternative
Female horses
Mai
Belief
Express a viewpoint
Grannies
Mohawk-sporting actor
Green shade
Resounding loudly
Turkish palace
Auth. unknown
Small upright piano

2. Helios and Selene were the Greek god and goddess
of what?

Leo
July 23 - Aug. 23

K

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
35.
39.
40.
42.
44.
46.

1. What is the name of water that collects in the bottom
of a boat?

It

Check your voicemail; you missed
a very important call from an
unexpected contact.

Trust your gut instinct on Tuesday
in order to avoid a painful situation.
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Don't let your mood swings get the
best of you this week.

Sagittarius

Gemini
May 21 -June 21

11,2011 ♦

Across
1. Spanish snack
5. Roofing stone
10. Pituitary hormone
14. Billy
had a hit song
with "White Wedding"
15. Attacks
16. 1963 role for Liz
17. Revivalists
18. Containing an
accusation
20. Sign up
22. Little one
23. 18th letter of the Greek
alphabet
24. Pardon
26. Howe'er
27. Annual reference book
30. Capital of New Jersey
34. Skullcap
35- Common street name
36. Clean air org.
37. Obstructs
38. Parsley piece
40. Nabokov novel
41. Sugar suffix
42. Editor's mark
43. Principal ore of lead
45. Mosaic piece
47. Governing bodies
48. Debate side
49. Brother of Moses
50. Gandhi's land
54.
58.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

1
Libra
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

MARCH

53. Sick

IOROSCOPES

Aries
March 21 - April 20

♦

I Am
But Not_
6
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For some reason, I feel like there
has been a Japanese cuisine
invasion in the Upstate lately.
Between Osaka, Atami, Fuji
and Hachi Express (the last two
reviewed earlier this semester), it's becoming
hard to distinguish between all these places
that tend to follow a fairly standard model.
But I was to be pleasantly surprised when I
ate at Samurai Express.

Located on the non-Subway side of
TD's where Finn's Grill and Griffin's were
once located, Samurai Express offered a
slightly revised version of a typical quick
Japanese meal. The menu seemed to be a
little different than the typical "hibachi or
teriyaki shrimp/chicken/steak" choices, yet it
still offered those classics.
I was impressed by the friendly service
at the front desk when I walked in. The
cashiers were very friendly and made me feel
welcome. As a result, I really started to look
forward to my meal.
I chose the hibachi steak bowl along with
a shrimp roll. The first bite of the shrimp
roll was hot and perfectly fried, but as I got
to the center of the roll, it was cold. I'm not
sure if shrimp rolls are supposed to be cold or
hot, but I was expecting hot, and a cold roll
was unexpected in an unpleasant way.
As for the steak, it was seasoned well,
and I thought the meat was tender. However,
some basic advice to follow in a kitchen is to
have all the pieces of meat or vegetables cut
close in size to each other in order to ensure
that every piece is cooked properly and at the

same time. On my plate, I had big pieces,
small pieces, thick pieces, thin pieces —
a wide variety. Consequently, some of
the smaller pieces bordered on overdone
while a thicker piece required a second
opinion from my friend as to whether it
was cooked thoroughly enough to eat.
On the menu, I was surprised to see
that they offered both steamed and fried
rice. Naturally, I went with fried (go big
or go home), and I was really pleased with
the difference between their rice and every
other restaurant's sticky rice. They had a
more complex rice base with vegetables
mixed in throughout. Samurai's rice was
very flavorful and had a good texture that
was perfect to complement the hibachi
steak.
Overall, I give Samurai Express a 7
out of 10, because while the groundwork
for the shrimp roll and hibachi steak were
there and the rice was tasty, the overall
impression left me slightly underwhelmed.
If Samurai Express can quickly work out
those kinks, I will willingly eat there on a
consistent basis in the future.
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Spring Break
Events
MARCH
22 (Tuesday)
Drew Holcomb and
the Neighbors
The Channel, Greenville
$ 12 at the door
22 (Tuesday)
Bluegrass Jam
The Handlebar, Greenville
Free
23 (Wednesday)
A Place to Bury
Strangers
The Handlebar, Greenville
$13

The BEST new place to live
Minutes from Clemson University & ready to move in NOW!
You can have it all at The Villages at Town Creek! Beautiful, spacious
floorplans with tons of extras, surrounding conveniences of the area and
a great community. Our 4-bedroom townhomes have gourmet kitchens
with stainless or black appliances, hardwood, tile & carpeted floors and
spacious bedrooms with private baths.
Safety Features Include:
-Smoke Alarms
- Security System
- Lighted Parking Grounds
- Fire Extinguisher in Every Kitchen

THE

VILLAGES
AT TOWN CREEK

5 (Friday)
Banff Mountain Film
Festival
Camelot Cinemas,
Greenville
$10 from Half-Moon
Outfitters
5 (Friday)
Corey Smith
The Orange Peel.Asheville
$20 at the door
5 (Friday)
Main Street Fridays
North Main Street,
Greenville

- SidewalkThroughout
- Property Patrolled by Anderson
County Sheriff's Department

AND... Amenities area with Swimming Pool & Pavilion plus basketball &
volleyball courts.

25 (Friday)
Contra dancing
Landmark Hall, Greenville
$8

c Atlanta

Call us toll free at 877,646.7776 or local at 864.646.7755 or
visit www.VillagesAtTownCreek.com for more information.
11 Maverick Drive, Pendleton
Intersection of Lebanon Rd at Westinghouse Rd

5 (Friday)
Brian Head Welch,
Decyfer Down, The
Letter Black,
The Wedding
The Channel, Greenville
Encourages donations
(Friday)
Rual Malo
The Handlebar, Greenville
Encourages donations
> (Saturday)
Ghosts Of The Great
Highway (CD
Release),
The Lovely Few,
Austin Crane
New Brookland Tavern,
Columbia
$10
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Mondays: All-You-Can-Eat Sushi at 356

by ANITA JOHNSON
Almost every one of you has experienced the
phenomenon known as "dry humping." For
those few that haven't, dry humping can be
defined as an act between two consenting
partners where they are fully clothed lying on
top of each other while humping and grinding in the motion of
sex. Because of the similarities, we must ask: is dry humping an
accurate judgment of one's ability to please in the sack?
In some ways it could be considered a way to sample a
person's sexual aptitude. If you think about it, dry humping
involves the same hip movements and a similar position as sex.
When the guy gets to be on top, he gets to demonstrate his
thrusting ability. The girl gets to show off her ability to "ride like
a cowgirl" when she gets her chance on the top of the saddle. The
only thing dry humping hinders is actual penetration. Therefore,
any biting, clawing, kissing (tongue or no tongue), slapping, hair
pulling or spanking can be included in this phenomenon. This
being said, you then have a good estimate of how kinky, angry or
dirty someone tends to be while rolling in the hay.
However, dry humping can be misleading about one's

.

sexual ability. Some
girls tend to be more
reserved
because
they feel limited and
restrained. Personally,
my clothing restricts
what I am able to do. While in the passionate throes of
intercourse, you are physically able to get into more positions
and engage in more serious foreplay than while fully dressed.
But on the other hand, certain women feel like they can be
more frisky while dry humping because it's not considered sex
and therefore not "slutty." They become more ambitious, wild
and crazy. Guys are also limited by clothing, as it hinders their
thrusting velocity.
Overall, there are both pros and cons to evaluating someone's
potential to cause an explosive orgasm based on their dry
humping abilities. While it can be fun and intense, the clothing
aspect hinders and limits both the male and female sexual
aptitude. Just try to consider these thoughts the next time you're
getting all sweaty while rubbing up against some stud or vixen.

I AM NUMBER
a
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Tuesday: $5 Movie Night
Every Tuesday night at the Regal Cinemas on Interstate Blvd. in Anderson, they
have $5 movie tickets with a student ID. This is quite the bargain, seeing as movie
tickets are running upwards of $10 these days. (Not to sound like my grandfather,
but remember when a kid's ticket was like $4?) Sadly, this deal doesn't apply to 3-D
movies, but honesdy, you don't want that headache anyway. So this Tuesday, round
up some buddies and go see "Hall Pass," "Gnomeo & Juliet" or "Justin Bieben Never
Say Never." Awards season is over, so it's not like you have to pretend to like awardwinning movies anymore.

Wednesday: $1 Slice Night at Todaros
I don't know about you, but I love pizza — it easily cracks my top-five food list.
Apparendy Clemson thinks the same way I do, because alongside sandwiches and
chicken, there are an abundance of local pizza opportunities, and none are (in my
opinion) as fine as Todaros. Their cheese-to-sauce ratio is on-point, their beer is cold
(and also $1 on Wednesdays), and their prices are clearly right on for the struggling
college kid. So no more claiming you don't have enough funding to eat something
delicious; I'm fairly certain there's at least enough for two slices hiding in that couch
you're sitting on.

Thursday: $1 Slushie Night at Friar's Tavern

IAm Number Four" was pretty were pretty captivating.
As far as sci-fi movies go, the "bad guys are
average overall, and if you take
hunting
me and/or my friends because we are the
into account the fact that it
only
thing
in the universe that can stop them"
was a sci-fi thriller, then it was
path
is
pretty
well-trodden. "I Am Number Four"
above average. Let's start by
examining the acting. Dianna Agron (Sarah, she doesn't bring anything new to the table, but that
also plays Quinn from Glee) was not quite able is okay, because it stays interesting enough to be a
to pull off the "hipster-photographer-damsel- refreshing dip into the sci-fi pool. There is a very
in-distress" role, and she apparendy has super interesting element of teamwork that is executed
photo developing skills (we will touch on that in a way that doesn't make you feel like they are
later), but overall she pulled off her role well. indoctrinating litde kids with the warm fuzzies
However, the best acting job goes to Teresa (and is a litde reminiscent of aTF2 medic), and
Palmer (Number Six). Although she served a the special effects they used were exciting without
relatively minor role, she kicked ass and took being overdone (something seen far too often in
names, making her the perfect bad girl for a sci- sci-fi and things with Michael Bay's name).
My few complaints with the film, other
fi thriller. I would have liked to see Alex Pettyfer
(John Smith, i.e. Number Four) put up a more than the disappointing cinematography, were
substantial acting job; however, he is rather that there was one explosion that would have
young in his acting career (with only four films ripped a small town apart that only blew out
behind him), and hopefully his acting is better the windows of some doors (of course with our
heroes safely behind the doors), and at one point
in "Beasdy," which is out right now.
Guillermo Navarro's cinematography Sarah developed about twenty photographs in a
(Pan's Labyrinth, Spy Kids) was definitely not 10-minute span (normally this kind of process
groundbreaking, and there were at least two would take at least four or five hours). However,
times where it took away from the film by really you have to expect this kind of thing coming from
breaking the flow of the movie, the most obvious Hollywood. All in all, "I Am Number Four" is a
being a shot from a first-person perspective of refreshing sci-fi flick for the big screen that, while
John (Alex Pettyfer). This was actually a rather it isn't a must-see, would provide a fun outing for
disappointing aspect of the movie, since the friends and dates alike (if you are dating a nerd,
narrative was interesting and the special effects that is). A solid 3.5 out of 5 for the sci-fi genre.

GOOI

Sushi has become one of the most popular dinner options among young adults,
so it's no surprise that Clemson has jumped on the bandwagon. One of the local
favorites is downtown at 356, where every Monday they feature all-you-can-eat sushi
for $12.95. Rolls include California rolls, the Nuclear, Fireside, Seaside, the California
Bull Frog and a weekly chefs choice. If you crave sushi sometime during the week,
this is definitely an affordable option for some delicious seafood!
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SUPPORTING WR COMMUNITY

Is it just me, or does that restaurant change names every other semester? Well,
for those who don't know, Friar's (formally known as Flip Flops, formally known
as Fiesta, formally known as Explorers, formally known as Shadow of the Valley) is
located just across from the intramural fields. Recendy, the establishment has become
known for its delightful yet deadly "adult" slushies. And lucky us, every Thursday you
can get them for just $ 1. Alongside "Jetfuels," they also feature $ 1 shots and $6 liquor
pitchers. Good thing it's walking distance from downtown!

Friday: The Esso Club's Meat and Three
It doesn't get more Clemson than this. Every Friday, the Esso dishes out dozens of
piping-hot plates of Southern comfort goodness. According to the manager, the most
common combination is country-fried steak or Cajun-fried chicken combined with
macaroni and cheese, green beans and fried okra. But those aren't close to your only
options: other meats include popcorn shrimp, pork and meatloaf, arid other sides are
sweet potato casserole, deviled eggs, mashed potatoes and gravy, broccoli casserole and
coleslaw. With the rising temperatures, there doesn't seem to be anything better than
sitting outside with good friends, having a good time and eating great food. The best
part of the deal? This marvelous meal (which comes with a drink) is only $7.36. Talk
about a win-win.
I
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CU-XTRA SERVICE ADDITION
Added service on the Red Route
Thursday-Saturday
Midnight—3 a.m.
Look for "CU-XTRA" on the bus marquee.
Other CU-XTRA service on the Red Route
7-11 a.m. and 2-6 p.m., Monday-Friday
or more information:
cattalk@clemson. edu

www.catbus.com
864-654-CATS
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iatcombe
Chicken Marsala
Piri Piri Leg of Lamb
Porterhouse Steak
Baked Potato Bar
Original Elivs Sandwich
Clams Casino
Italian Ice
Monte Carlo
Chocolate Mousse

fpca-Cpla

gcAUIettet
Lobster Bolognese

w

Braised Short Ribs in
Red Wine Sauce
Ham and Cheese Stromboli
Wild Mushroom Risotto
Chicken Skewers
Ginger Soy Flank Steak
Tiramisu
Cheesecake
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GAMES
Take your best shot...
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